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The Local Action for Biodiversity (LAB) Project is a 3 year project which was 

initiated by the City of Cape Town, supported by the eThekwini Municipality 

(Durban), and developed in conjunction with ICLEI - Local Governments for 

Sustainability and partners. ICLEI is an international association of local 

governments and national and regional local government organisations that 

have made a commitment to sustainable development. LAB is a project within 

ICLEI's biodiversity programme, which aims to assist local governments in 

their efforts to conserve and sustainably manage biodiversity. 

 

Local Action for Biodiversity involves a select number of cities worldwide and 

focuses on exploring the best ways for local governments to engage in urban 

biodiversity conservation, enhancement, utilisation and management. The 

Project aims to facilitate understanding, communication and support among 

decision-makers, citizens and other stakeholders regarding urban 

biodiversity issues and the need for local action. It emphasises integration of 

biodiversity considerations into planning and decision-making processes.  

Some of the specific goals of the Project include demonstrating best practice 

urban biodiversity management; provision of documentation and 

development of biodiversity management and implementation tools; sourcing 

funding from national and international agencies for biodiversity-related 

development projects; and increasing global awareness of the importance of 

biodiversity at the local level. 

 

The Local Action for Biodiversity Project is hosted within the ICLEI Africa 

Secretariat at the City of Cape Town, South Africa and partners with ICLEI,  

IUCN, Countdown 2010, the South African National Biodiversity Institute  

(SANBI), and RomaNatura. For more information, please visit 

www.iclei.org/lab 
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The City of Nagoya has prepared this Biodiversity Report as part of our Local Action for Biodiversity 

(LAB) project for the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI). 

 The city has been committed to biodiversity from a variety of perspectives — including environmental 

conservation and greening — in order to achieve the goal of becoming “the Environment Capital Nagoya.” 

We are greatly honored by the opportunity to introduce our city’s efforts to the rest of the world. 

 Nagoya’s environmental policy reached a major turning point when the city abandoned a plan to 

build a waste disposal site on the Fujimae Tidal Flat. With the cooperation of the public, we were able to 

achieve significant waste reductions and thereby save this invaluable stopover for migratory birds. 

Moreover, the huge success of the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan, hosted under the theme 

“Nature’s Wisdom,” has given the public, private enterprise, and the government a great deal of 

confidence in our abilities to achieve our goals. 

 The City of Nagoya is committed to building on this positive experience to enhance opportunities for 

cooperation with the public and build a sustainable city. We would be very pleased if this report could 

serve as a reference for teaching others about Nagoya’s efforts to overcome environmental challenges. 

 Currently, the city is focusing its efforts on hosting the 10th meeting of the Conference of the Parties 

(COP10) to the Convention on Biological Diversity scheduled for 2010. Hosting COP10 will surely 

provide an important opportunity for the people of Nagoya to recognize their role in the planet’s 

ecosystem and establish enduring momentum toward our common goal of creating a society in harmony 

with nature. 

 I look forward to welcoming you to Nagoya in 2010. 

Takehisa Matsubara 
Mayor, City of Nagoya 
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This document forms part of a set of biodiversity reports produced by participant cities of the Local Action for 

Biodiversity (LAB) Project. It represents a critical starting point: a status quo assessment of biodiversity and 

its management in each LAB city. 

Each biodiversity report covers four key themes*, namely: 

�  Ecology 

�  Governance 

�  Integration 

�  Participation 
 

Each biodiversity report will be drawn upon to contribute significant and useful information for the 

compilation, by the LAB Project Team, of a Biodiversity Toolkit document. This document will contain best 

practice theory and examples, principles, strategies etc. for use by cities to better manage and integrate 

biodiversity into planning. The Toolkit will in turn contribute towards further steps in the LAB process. 
 

The five steps in the LAB process are as follows: 

Step 1: Development of a biodiversity report that documents the current state of biodiversity and its 

management within each city 

Step 2: Ensuring long-term commitment by city leadership to sustainable biodiversity management through 

LAB cities formally signing a local government biodiversity declaration 

Step 3: Development of a 10-year biodiversity action plan and framework that will include commitments to 

biodiversity implementation plans and integration within broader city plans 

Step 4: LAB cities' formal acceptance of their 10-year biodiversity action plans and frameworks 

Step 5: Implementation of five new on-the-ground biodiversity interventions by the end of the threeyear 

project 
 

These reports create a unique opportunity for profiling the importance of urban biodiversity, and innovation 

in its management, on a global scale. They are the foundation not only of the long-term plans that each city 

will develop to enhance, protect and develop their urban biodiversity, but also collectively form the basis for 

the development of LAB as a highly effective global urban biodiversity initiative. 
 

LAB Project Team 

May 2007 

Cape Town  
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1. E1. E1. E1. ECOLOGYCOLOGYCOLOGYCOLOGY: N: N: N: NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    ANDANDANDAND I I I ITSTSTSTS B B B BIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY    

The City of Nagoya has not yet established a 
commonly accepted definition of “biodiversity”; 
however, given the broad meaning of the term, 
biodiversity can be considered a concept closely 
associated with the identity of Nagoya. 
In terms of conservation of biodiversity, the City of 
Nagoya has focused primarily on environmental 
conservation and on conserving open green spaces 
and promoting the planting of greenery. 
For this reason, the city has yet to prepare a map 
showing the entire ecosystem, including the flora 
and fauna. Nevertheless, it should be noted that a 
vegetation distribution map exists that indicates 
secondary forests of evergreen trees in the hilly area 
in the east, and herbaceous plant vegetation (rice 
field weeds) in the west. Woodlands within the 
precincts of urban shrines and temples also harbor 
valuable vegetation. 
Nagoya can be divided into three major 
geographical regions: a hilly area in the east, an 
alluvial plain and reclaimed land extending from 
the north to the west, and a central plateau. The 
distribution of the city’s biodiversity reflects these 
geographical classifications and the status of land 
use. 
The hilly area in the east retains its woodlands, 
most of which are secondary forests created 
subsequent to development that represent the forest 
ecosystem preserved within the city. The wetland 
ecosystem in this area is highly peculiar and 
particularly valuable because of the rare species it 
contains. Irrigation ponds also offer habitats as part 
of the inland water ecosystem. 
The central plateau has been developed for 
centuries as an urban area. While the area is highly 
urbanized, historic sites such as Nagoya Castle and 
Atsuta Shrine retain their woodlands. Although 
rivers and extensive open green spaces are 
examples of artificial environments, they provide 
city residents and wild birds with valuable natural 
environments. 
The alluvial plain in the west, having been used as 
farmland and rice fields, is characterized by its 
inland water and agricultural ecosystem. The 
coastal wetland preserved in the estuary has been 
registered as a Ramsar site and serves as a valuable 
stopover for migratory birds. 

According to the original Red Data Book prepared 
by the City of Nagoya, 1,560 species of vascular 
plants and 3,169 species of animals have been 
identified in the city. In such categories as 
mammals and amphibians, the percentage of 
endangered species is high. 
The City of Nagoya has not calculated the economic 
value of biodiversity. It should be noted, however, 
that much of the tradition and culture — including 
local foods and traditional handicrafts — is rooted 
in the local biodiversity. For today’s urban way of 
life, biodiversity offers the bounty of food, water, 
and climate control. 
The loss of biodiversity in Nagoya can be largely 
attributed to changes in lifestyle arising from 
urbanization and accompanying changes in land 
use. Presumably, these changes have led to habitat 
modification and loss of ecosystems. Environmental 
pollution has also posed a threat to the survival of 
organisms. Moreover, in recent years, organisms 
have been threatened by climate change and 
invasion of alien species. 
The City of Nagoya has not yet established 
biodiversity conservation targets for promotion as 
comprehensive measures encompassing the entire 
city; however, various master plans and action 
plans have included relevant targets. The city’s 
ordinances also provide certain regulations and 
promotional measures. As well, the city conducts 
periodic surveys on the habitats of organisms, 
although these are limited in scope. 
 

2. 2. 2. 2. GOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCE: S: S: S: SPECIFICPECIFICPECIFICPECIFIC    EFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTS    TOTOTOTO    
CONSERVECONSERVECONSERVECONSERVE    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    

Nagoya’s biodiversity conservation efforts have 
been undertaken primarily by the Environmental 
Affairs Bureau in the interests of environmental 
conservation and by the Greenification & Public 
Works Bureau in an effort to expand greenery. 
The city has long been committed to environmental 
conservation as a means of overcoming problems 
with environmental pollution. In today’s highly 
regulated society, citizens’ views of the ideal model 
for environmental initiatives have been changing, 
as represented by demand for a more pleasing 
living environment and environmental 
conservation on a global scale. Against this 
backdrop, the city has been working to expand the 
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scope of its efforts. At the same time, the City of 
Nagoya has been active in conserving open green 
spaces and planting greenery in the city. 
It should be noted that the City of Nagoya’s 
biodiversity conservation efforts have been 
hampered by a lack of a widespread awareness of 
biodiversity, a paucity of financial and human 
resources, and insufficient cooperation among 
relevant organizations. 
The city has not yet developed comprehensive 
plans for conserving Nagoya’s biodiversity; 
nonetheless, the city has implemented a variety of 
measures related to biodiversity conservation. 
In terms of conservation of open green spaces and 
planting of greenery, the city promotes 
conservation measures for private woodland as 
well as urban planting of greenery in parks and on 
streets. In the Higashiyama area, a project is under 
way to upgrade the forest concurrently with a 
project to redevelop the local zoo and botanical 
gardens. 
In order to achieve a sustainable urban way of life 
with a reduced environmental impact, the city has 
been committed to measures for managing waste 
and minimizing global warming. The city has also 
been working on measures to normalize the water 
cycle in the urban area. 
At the same time, awareness has been growing 
concerning the roles of the city’s agriculture and 
farmland in environmental conservation. In 
addition, efforts have been made to promote “local 
production for local consumption,” a campaign 
intended to promote the consumption of locally 
grown farm products, develop a 
low-environmental-impact lifestyle, and thereby 
protect agriculture. 
 

3. I3. I3. I3. INTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATION: C: C: C: CONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVING    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    
THROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGH    VARIEDVARIEDVARIEDVARIED    APPROACHESAPPROACHESAPPROACHESAPPROACHES    TOTOTOTO    
COOPERATIONCOOPERATIONCOOPERATIONCOOPERATION        

In the past, the City of Nagoya promoted 
environmental conservation measures, planted 
greenery, and undertook city planning with a 
diverse approach that included the cooperation of 
city residents, NPOs, and various levels of 
government. In fact, the city did not have a specific 
department capable of handling this challenge 
comprehensively. 

For this reason, the City of Nagoya has committed 
to establishing Biological Diversity Planning Office 
in an effort ensure biodiversity conservation 
becomes a mainstream issue. The city also intends 
to develop Nagoya Strategies for Biodiversity. 
At the same time, the city is engaged in activities to 
publicize its efforts to the rest of the world. This is 
exemplified by Nagoya’s participation in the LAB 
project and in the city’s agreement with the 
Australian city of Greater Geelong — also the home 
of a Ramsar site — to protect migratory bird habitat. 
 

4. 4. 4. 4. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESSPUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESSPUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESSPUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESS    

The City of Nagoya has established a framework 
for soliciting the opinions of residents before 
implementing important measures. Under the city’s 
“public comment” system, information on the 
opinions solicited and submitted is publicized on 
the city’s website and in other media to ensure 
transparency of information. 
The city also intends to develop a master plan for 
waste management based on policy proposals from 
citizens’ groups. 
The city also works enthusiastically to raise 
awareness about environmental issues and offer 
environmental education programs. In cooperation 
with NPOs and other entities, it has been promoting 
Nagoya Eco Campus, a program intended to 
provide citizens with opportunities to consider and 
learn about a broad range of environmental issues. 
The city also hosts Environment Day Nagoya and 
other awareness-raising events that attract the 
participation of numerous city residents. 
More importantly, the city is committed to raising 
awareness of biodiversity conservation in an effort 
to be chosen as the host city of COP10. 
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Today, half of the world’s population lives in cities. 
With growing interest in such problems as loss of 
biodiversity, global warming, and resource 
depletion, concern has been increasing over the 
impact of urban expansion on the global 
environment. In fact, the “Curitiba Declaration on 
Cities and Biodiversity” confirmed that cities are 
largely dependent on the ecosystem. 
A city is not simply a major center of consumption 
of services provided by the ecosystem; it is also a 
center of decision-making and communications. 
While decline in biodiversity is a global 
environmental issue, it is essential that cities 
contribute to the effort to conserve biodiversity. 
Cities are certainly expected to play a greater role 
into the future. 
As Japan’s fourth most populous city, Nagoya 
purchases various products including food, 
clothing, and housing from outside the city area, 
even from other countries. The City of Nagoya is 
committed to developing Nagoya Strategies for 
Biodiversity in an effort to ensure that society 
operates in greater harmony with nature and 
preserves Nagoya as a sustainable city for posterity. 
This strategy is a long-term guideline and action 
plan for the conservation and utilization of 
biodiversity. The city will review the details over a 
two-year period beginning in fiscal 2008. 
In the course of developing the strategy, Nagoya 
will work with citizens, companies, and other 

stakeholders in reviewing the significance of 
biodiversity for Nagoya. 
Please note that this Biodiversity Report has been 
prepared from existing materials prepared in order 
to review biodiversity primarily from the 
perspectives of geographical and geological 
features, land use, and plant and animal habitats. 
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NAGONAGONAGONAGOYAYAYAYA, A, A, A, AICHIICHIICHIICHI, J, J, J, JAPANAPANAPANAPAN    

Nagoya is located on the Nobi Plain in the center of 
Japan’s main island, which is situated in the eastern 
region of East Asia. To the south, the city faces Ise 
Bay, which opens on the Pacific Ocean. The city 
spans 326 square kilometers and accounts for 6.3% 
of Aichi Prefecture’s 5,155 square kilometers. 
With a population of 2.2 million, Nagoya is the 
largest city in Aichi and represents about 31% of the 
prefecture’s population of 7 million. 
 

CCCCLIMATELIMATELIMATELIMATE    

Located at 35° north latitude in eastern Eurasia, 
Nagoya is classified as having a Cfa ("mild and 
moist temperate") climate according to the Köppen 
climate classification. The annual average 
temperature, the lowest temperature, and the 
highest temperature are 15.4°C, 4.3°C (in January, 
the coldest month), and 27.3°C (in August, the 
warmest month), respectively. (These are mean 
values for the period 1971 to 2000.) Nagoya has four 
distinct seasons. 

Because the Japanese archipelago is located on the 
east coast of the continent, Nagoya’s winter is much 
colder than that of other locations at the same 
latitude.  
The climate is characterized by a large yearly 
difference (the difference in average temperature 
between the warmest and coldest months). 
Annual precipitation in Nagoya is 1,565 mm, which 
is fairly high relative to other regions of the world. 
 

GGGGEOGRAPHICALEOGRAPHICALEOGRAPHICALEOGRAPHICAL    ANDANDANDAND    GEOLOGICALGEOLOGICALGEOLOGICALGEOLOGICAL    FEATURESFEATURESFEATURESFEATURES    

Geographically, Nagoya is relatively flat, elevated 
in the east and low in the west. The area along the 
Shonai River in the west and north is a low-lying 
wetland. The Hori and Shin-Horikawa Rivers run 
through the city center. Thus, the center of the city, 
including the downtown area, forms a low plateau 
rising 10–15 meters above sea level. The ground is 
also stable. The area in the east of the plateau is a 
hilly high plateau that offers an ideal living 
environment 60–80 meters above sea level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E longitude 136 47’ 30”–137 3’ 39” 
Spanning 24–55 km East-West 

LocationLocationLocationLocation    
N latitude 35 2’ 1” – 5 15’ 38” 
Spanning 25.08 km North-South 

AreaAreaAreaArea    326 square kilometers 
PopulationPopulationPopulationPopulation    2.2 million 
ClimateClimateClimateClimate    Mild and moist temperate 
Annual average temperatureAnnual average temperatureAnnual average temperatureAnnual average temperature    15.4°C 
Annual precipitationAnnual precipitationAnnual precipitationAnnual precipitation    1,565 mm 
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Relative to the city area, the Shonai and Tempaku 
Rivers flow from north to south, and from east to 
south, respectively, into Ise Bay. The Horkawai 
River — a canal built to facilitate construction of 
Nagoya C astle — runs north to south through the 
center of the city along the base of the plateau. 
 

TTTTRANSITIONRANSITIONRANSITIONRANSITION    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    URBANURBANURBANURBAN    AREAAREAAREAAREA    

Nagoya started to develop as a city when Nagoya 
Castle was built in 1610. During the Meiji period 
(1868–1911), when municipal government was 
introduced, Nagoya’s urban area was mostly 
limited to an area enclosed by two railways (the 
Tokaido Line and Chuo Line) with Nagoya Castle 
serving as the northern end. 
Later, the urban area was expanded to the south. By 
early in the Showa period (1926–1989), an urban 
area had been formed that extended from north to 
south. 
Although most of the urban area was destroyed by 
fire in World War II, the area quickly became 
urbanized once again in the post-war recovery. The 
urban area expanded rapidly to the surrounding 

areas, with housing land being developed in the 
hilly area to the east. Notably, a conurbation 
between the urban area and surrounding 
municipalities started to form. 
 

DDDDEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENT    OFOFOFOF    NEWNEWNEWNEW    RICERICERICERICE    FIELDSFIELDSFIELDSFIELDS    ANDANDANDAND    
RECLAMATIORECLAMATIORECLAMATIORECLAMATIONNNN    

The coastal area of Nagoya had been reclaimed as 
part of reclamation projects intended to develop 
rice fields long before a municipal government 
emerged. In fact, most of the new rice fields around 
Minato Ward were developed during the Edo 
period (1603–1867). 
In the Meiji period (1868–1911), projects were 
undertaken to improve harbors to meet growing 
demand for marine cargo transport. Meanwhile, the 
coastal area was also reclaimed to develop 
industrial sites. By the early 1970s, Nagoya’s 
geographic boundaries looked much like their 
current form. 

 

GGGGGGGGeeeeeeeeoooooooollllllllooooooooggggggggyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        NNNNNNNNaaaaaaaaggggggggooooooooyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaa        

 

EEEEEEEExxxxxxxxppppppppaaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        ddddddddoooooooowwwwwwwwnnnnnnnnttttttttoooooooowwwwwwwwnnnnnnnn        aaaaaaaarrrrrrrreeeeeeeeaaaaaaaa        
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1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 BIODIVERSITY DEFINITIONBIODIVERSITY DEFINITIONBIODIVERSITY DEFINITIONBIODIVERSITY DEFINITION    

Biodiversity can be defined in a number of ways. 
For example, in the Third National Biodiversity 
Strategy, biodiversity is defined according to the 
following three factors: 

• Genetic diversity 
• Species diversity 
• Ecosystem diversity 

 The City of Nagoya has not yet adopted a 
commonly accepted definition of “biodiversity.” 
Thus far, the city has focused primarily on 
environmental conservation and conservation of 
open green spaces and planting of greenery in the 
domain of habitat for organisms. 
The city now recognizes the need to consider not 
only conservation of rare species and wild 
ecosystems but also the sustainability of artificial 
environments and urban activities. 
Nagoya is a large city with a population of 2.2 
million. Although the city’s commerce and industry 
are highly developed, the city retains an extensive 
natural environment of open green spaces in its 
downtown and surrounding areas. It is also 
important to note that Nagoya’s unique food and 
traditional handicrafts evolved by using the bounty 
offered by the local biodiversity. 
Artificial environments of urban parks and 
tree-lined streets have value in allowing residents 
to experience nature in their daily lives. 
The lives of Nagoya’s citizens and the city’s 
commerce depend largely on global biodiversity, as 
exemplified by the energy and food imported from 
abroad. In fact, one cannot discuss biodiversity 
conservation in Nagoya without considering these 
aspects. 
Clearly, Nagoya’s biodiversity is what makes the 
city so unique. 
 

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    MAPMAPMAPMAP    

The City of Nagoya has prepared a map focused on 
vegetation. Created mainly from the viewpoint of 
city planning, it does not actually represent 
Nagoya’s biodiversity map. 
The Greenification & Public Works Bureau 
conducted periodic surveys regarding the status of 
green space in the city in order to prepare Map of 
Nagoya’s Green space (Fig. 1.2.1). On the map, 
green space is classified into 13 categories such as 

tall trees and shrubs. The map shows that rice fields 
and woodland are commonly found in the western 
and eastern parts of the city, respectively. 
According to the surveys, the entire Nagoya area 
contains 8,807.99 hectares of green space, for a 
green space ratio of 24.8% (11.3% woodland, 6.5% 
turf or grassland, 4.0% farmland, and 3.0% water). 
In 2004, the Housing & City Planning Bureau 
prepared Map of Nagoya’s Vegetation (Fig. 1.2.2) in 
which vegetation that remains in the city is 
classified into 35 categories according to clusters 
and characteristics. 
The present vegetation map shows that major 
vegetation in the city exists as secondary forests of 
Japanese red pine and Oak (Quercus serrata) in the 
hilly area in the east, and as clusters of rice field 
weeds in the west. While the center of Nagoya is 
home to a highly developed urban area, historic 
sites such as Nagoya Castle and Atsuta Jingu Shrine 
still retain vegetation in the form of Castanopsis and 
Aphananthe oriental elm as forests within the 
precincts of shrines and temples, although limited 
in scope. 
As part of the effort to raise awareness of 
biodiversity conservation, the city is reviewing a 
plan to request citizens to gather information about 
organisms in their local areas and prepare a 
biodiversity map. 
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AAAAAAAArrrrrrrreeeeeeeeaaaaaaaa  GGGGGGGGeeeeeeeeooooooooggggggggrrrrrrrraaaaaaaapppppppphhhhhhhhyyyyyyyy  EEEEEEEEccccccccoooooooossssssssyyyyyyyysssssssstttttttteeeeeeeemmmmmmmm  

EEEEEEEEaaaaaaaasssssssstttttttt  
Hilly area in the 
east 

Woodland ecosystem 
Inland water ecosystem 

CCCCCCCCeeeeeeeennnnnnnntttttttteeeeeeeerrrrrrrr  Atsuta Plateau Urban ecosystem 

WWWWWWWWeeeeeeeesssssssstttttttt  
Alluvial Plain 
and Reclaimed 
Area 

Inland water ecosystem 
Agricultural ecosystem 
Marine and coastal ecosystem 

 

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3     BIODIVERSITY BIODIVERSITY BIODIVERSITY BIODIVERSITY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION    

While Nagoya is a highly developed city, it still 
serves as a habitat for a variety of organisms, 
primarily in the hilly area in the east, the river areas, 
and the extensive open green spaces. 
 

1.3.1 B1.3.1 B1.3.1 B1.3.1 BIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY    ININININ    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA    

Geographically, Nagoya can be divided into three 
major regions: the hilly area in the east, the central 
plateau, and the alluvial plain in the north, west, 
and south. Nagoya’s ecosystems have adapted to 
the characteristics of these areas. 
The east, which comprises Moriyama, Chikusa, 
Meito, Tempaku, and Midori Wards, is a low-lying 
hilly area rising about 50–100 meters above sea 
level. The highest peak is Mt. Togoku (198.3 meters) 
in the northeastern part of the city. This hilly area 
forms the western range of the Mikawa Mountains. 
Although much of the hilly area in the east has been 
developed for housing, it retains its copse and 
irrigation ponds. In particular, the wetland in this 
area forms a highly peculiar ecosystem called the 
“Tokai hilly area element.” 
Meanwhile, the central part of the city — which 

comprises Naka, Higashi, Showa, and Mizuho 
Wards, and part of Minami and Atsuta Wards — is 
a flat plateau rising about 10–15 meters above sea 
level with a gentle incline from north to south. 
Most of this area is highly developed, partly 
because it has served as an urban area for centuries. 
It is interesting to note, however, that historic sites 
such as Nagoya Castle and Atsuta Jingu Shrine 
retain extensive open green spaces inhabited by 
wild organisms. The urban parks provide people 
and wild birds with valuable natural green 
environments. 
The western part of the city (Kita, Nishi, Nakamura, 
Nakagawa, and Minato Wards, and part of Atsuta 
and Minami Wards) is an alluvial plain formed by 
sedimentation of rivers. The lowest place in this 
area is 1.73 meters below sea level. 
This area has been used mainly as farmland and for 
rice fields. The grasslands in the river area and the 
rice fields represent unique ecosystems. 
Meanwhile, a tidal flat ecosystem has formed on the 
tidal flats preserved in the estuaries. Of particular 
note is the Fujimae Tidal Flat, which is being 
preserved as one of world’s most valuable 
stopovers for wild birds. (Fig 1.3.1) 

TThhee  WWeesstt::    
AAlllluuvviiaall  PPllaaiinn  aanndd  rreeccllaaiimmeedd  aarreeaa  

TThhee  CCeenntteerr::  

AAttssuuttaa  PPllaatteeaauu  

  

TThhee  EEaasstt::    
TThhee  hhiillllyy  aarreeaa  iinn  tthhee  eeaasstt  
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Higashiyama hilly area 

Fujimae Tidal Flat 

Nanyo area 

Nagoya Castle 

Atsuta Jingu Shrine 

Togokusan 

Shonai River 

Horikawa River 
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●    THETHETHETHE E E E EASTASTASTAST: T: T: T: THEHEHEHE    HILLYHILLYHILLYHILLY    AREAAREAAREAAREA    ININININ    THETHETHETHE    EASTEASTEASTEAST    
 

EcosystemEcosystemEcosystemEcosystem Major HabitatMajor HabitatMajor HabitatMajor Habitat CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics 

Woodland 
ecosystem 

Higashiyama  
hilly area 

• Secondary woodland 
with satoyama 
(community-managed 
natural area) 

Inland water Omori-hachiryu 
wetlan 

• Wetland vegetation 
peculiar to the Tokai 
area and subject to 
little human 
disturbance  

• Aquatic organisms in 
irrigation ponds 

 
Extensive woodland and irrigation ponds that are 
preserved in the hilly area in the east serve as 
important habitats. 
In particular, Mt. Togoku (the highest mountain in 
Nagoya at 198.3 meters above sea level) and the 
Higashiyama hilly area are inhabited by many 
animals and plants. 
The copse in the hilly area in the east — containing 
forests of Oak (Quercus serrata), Chinese cork oak, 
and Japanese red pine — is inhabited by raptorial 
birds (including goshawks), mammals (including 
raccoon dogs), Japanese striped snakes, and insects 
(including the Japanese rhinoceros beetle and blue 
admiral). 
This area also has many irrigation ponds that 
remain intact. Aquatic plants (including water 
snowflake), freshwater fish (including stone 
moroko and Rhinogobius), and various dragonflies 
can be observed.  

In recent years, however, the biota has been 
simplified due to the invasion of largemouth bass 
and other alien species. 
The wetland in this area is highly peculiar and 
valuable to Nagoya’s ecosystem; however, the 
major species in the wetland ecosystem — 
including Haccho dragonfly and Eriocaulon 
nudicuspe — are either endangered or threatened. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hilly Area in the east in 
the  mid-1800s 

Higashiyama hilly area 

Japanese Striped 
Snake 
 

Tsukanoiri Pond 

Water Snowflake 
 

Omorihachiryu Wetlands 

Eriocaulon nudicuspe eeping Love Glass 

Hilly Area in the east today 

Kaniska canace 
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● TTTTHEHEHEHE C C C CENTERENTERENTERENTER: A: A: A: ATSUTATSUTATSUTATSUTA P P P PLATEAULATEAULATEAULATEAU 
 

EcosystemEcosystemEcosystemEcosystem Major HabitatMajor HabitatMajor HabitatMajor Habitat CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics 

Urban 
ecosystem  

Open green  
space in parks 
Horikawa River 
Premises of  
Nagoya Castle  
Atsuta Jingu  
Shrine  

• Artificial environment 
including parks, open 
green spaces, and 
urban rivers 

• Forests preserved on 
the premises of 
Nagoya Castle, 
Atsuta Jingu Shrine, 
and others  

 
In the center of Nagoya lies the Atsuta Plateau. 
Having prospered as Nagoya’s center for centuries, 
this is a highly developed urban area. 
The urban area is mostly home to buildings and 
condominiums, and the ground is paved. For this 
reason, habitats for animals and plants are very 
limited. 
In the parks and on the tree-lined streets, organisms 
that have adapted to the urban environment (such 
as the brown-eared bulbul and rock dove) can be 
seen. In the seasons when it comes down from the 
mountains, the great tit can also be seen. 
Today, the Indian fritillary can be observed in this 
area. This herbivorous butterfly (with a preference 
for eating violets) used to inhabit areas of southern 
Japan. The heat island phenomenon and garden 
plants such as the pansy are believed to have 
attracted this species. 
The Horikawa River, which runs through the city 
from north to south, was built as a canal. Common 

carp and Carassius can be observed in the 
midstream. It is interesting to note that the river is 
inhabited by many mosquitofish, an alien species 
that is resistant to oxygen deficiency.  
In this highly developed urban area, the extensive 
green environment that has been preserved on the 
premises of Nagoya Castle and Atsuta Jingu Shrine 
is inhabited by various organisms.  
 

Atsuta Plateau (Nagoya Castle) today 

 

Atsuta Plateau in the mid-1800s 
(crowded downtown area) 
 

Hisaya-odori Park 

Indian Fritillary 
 

Horikawa River Open green space around 

Mosquitofish 
 

Carp 

Great Tit Japanese White-eye 

Common Bluebottle 
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●    TTTTHEHEHEHE W W W WESTESTESTEST: : : : THETHETHETHE A A A ALLUVIALLLUVIALLLUVIALLLUVIAL P P P PLAINLAINLAINLAIN    ANDANDANDAND    
RRRRECLAIMEDECLAIMEDECLAIMEDECLAIMED A A A AREAREAREAREA    
 

EcosystemEcosystemEcosystemEcosystem Major HabitatMajor HabitatMajor HabitatMajor Habitat CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics 

Inland water 
ecosystem 

Shonai River 

• Aquatic organisms in 
rivers and  
Herbaceous vegetation 
in river areas  

Agricultural 
ecosystem 

Nanyo area  
• Herbaceous vegetation 

in rice fields and dry 
fields  

Marine and 
coastal 
ecosystem 

Fujimae Tidal 
Flat 

• Tidal flat ecosystem on 
estuaries  

 
This area comprises the sediment of the Shonai 
River and the reclaimed areas in the harbors. The 
areas once used as farmland and rice fields have 
been developed into residential areas and industrial 
sites. 
The banks of the Shonai and Yada Rivers as well as 
the grassland in the river area are inhabited by 
plants (including Japanese silver grass and Japanese 
blood grass), birds (including the lark and wagtail), 
and various species of locust and cricket. 
Meanwhile, the rivers are inhabited by fish 
including freshwater minnows, kelp grouper, and 
gudgeon. 
The southwestern part of the city is now home to 
new rice fields. The Toda River and irrigation 
canals supply water to these rice fields. For this 
reason, the area has vegetation in the form of 
herbaceous plants (known as “rice field weeds”), as 
well as locusts (including the Japanese locust), the 

black-spotted pond frog, the Daruma pond frog, the 
Japanese striped snake, and the Japanese mink. This 
ecosystem, however, has been exposed to alien 
species such as the red swamp crawfish and nutria. 
The estuary of the Shonai River is home to the 
Fujimae Tidal Flat. Extensive fields of common reed 
grass and silver banner grass provide an excellent 
habitat, and the area around the tidal flat represents 
one of Japan’s largest stopovers for migratory birds. 
During the migration seasons, shorebirds can be 
observed here in large numbers. 

 
West Area (Fujimae Tidal Flat) today 

West Area in the mid-1800s 

Shonai River area Nanyo rice fields 

Fujimae Tidal Flat 

White Wagtail Pale Chub 

Locust 

Greenshank Monochoria vaginalis Whimbrel 
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1.3.2 1.3.2 1.3.2 1.3.2 THETHETHETHE    WILDWILDWILDWILD    BIRDSBIRDSBIRDSBIRDS    ANDANDANDAND    FISHFISHFISHFISH    OFOFOFOF    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA        

The City of Nagoya conducts periodic surveys to 
monitor the condition of the habitat for wild birds 
and fish within the city. A summary of the results is 
presented below. 
 
Wild birds in Nagoya 
• Many species were observed around the 

Shonai River estuary and in open green spaces 
in Shonai Park, Nagoya Castle, and the hilly 
area in the east. 

• Shorebirds and ducks were observed in 
particularly large numbers in the Shonai River 
estuary. 

• Raptorial birds such as the goshawk and 
osprey were also observed across a broad area, 
although limited numbers were observed. 

• In the fiscal 2004 survey, 189 species of wild 
birds were observed, with a roughly even split 
between water bird species and land bird 
species. 

Fish found in the rivers of Nagoya 
• Major river fish observed in Nagoya include 

Carassius, freshwater minnow, and gudgeon. 
• The Yamazaki and Kanare Rivers are 

inhabited by Japanese trout, while the 
Shinkawa, Yada, and Yamazaki Rivers are 
inhabited by Japanese rice-fish as well. 

• Flathead mullet, goby, and Japanese sea bass 
were observed in large numbers near the 
estuaries. 

• Alien species such as largemouth bass, bluegill, 
and mosquitofish can also be found in large 
numbers. Mosquitofish were observed in 
canals and other artificial rivers because the 
fish is resistant to oxygen deficiency. 

(Figs 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, Tables 1.3.1 and 1.3.2)

Little Ringed Plover 
 

Spotbill 
 

Bull-headed Shrike Brown-eared Bulbul 
 

Gudgeon Crucian Carp 

 

Ayu 
 

Osprey 
 

Japanese Riceifish 

 

Largemouth Bass 
 

Yellowfin Goby 
 

Common Snipe 
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Legend� F       The figures indicate the number of bird species observed. 

 

� › In particular, many species can be observed i) around the estuary of the Shonai River and the Shonai Park (for rivers), ii) 

around Nagoya Castle (in the urban area), and iii) in green space including Togokusan, Harina Shrine, and the Odaka Park 

(in the hilly area in the east). 

 In terms of the populations observed, shorebirds and ducks can be seen in large numbers, especially in the estuary of the 

Shonai River. 

 Raptorial birds such as the goshawk and osprey can be observed across a wide area, though the numbers observed are 

limited. 

� › In the green spaces in the hilly area in the east and in urban parks, more terrestrial bird species such as starling and 

turtledove can be observed than water bird species such as shorebirds; the reverse is true around the estuary of the Shonai 

River. 

� › In the fiscal 2004 survey, 189 species of wild birds were observed in the city. The species ratio of water birds to terrestrial 

birds is almost evenly split. 

  

 

Source: Agricultural Technology Division Greenification& Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya :  

Survey for Wild Birds-Guidebook to Wild Birds Habitats in Nagoya City(March, 2006) 
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The number of species 64 128 79 105 61 41 41 45 100 14 24 37 49 71 69 69 80 89 

 

Waterfowl 37 75 46 37 28 13 19 22 33 2 6 8 8 13 18 29 31 26 

 Land Birds 27 53 33 68 33 28 22 23 67 12 18 29 41 58 51 40 49 63 

Dunlin(Calidris alpina)  ■  �                 

Red-necked Stint(Calidris ruficollis)  ● �                 

Grey plover(Pluvialis squatarola)  ▲                  

Little Tern(Sterna albifrons) �  ▲  �              �    

B
ird

s 
in

 th
e
 e

st
u
a
ria

l a
re

a
  

Greater Scaup(Aythya marila)  ■  ▲                 

Black-headed Gull(Larus ridibundus) �  ● �  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲        �    

Great Cormorant(Phalacrocorax carbo) �  ■  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  �  ▲  ▲     ▲  �  �  �  �   

Spotbill(Anas poecilorhyncha) �  ● ▲  �  ▲  �  �  �  ▲    �  �  �  �  �  �  �  

Northern Pintail(Anas acuta)  ■  ▲  �  ▲  �   ▲  ▲        �    

Black-crowned Night Heron(Nycticorax nycticorax)  �  ▲  ▲  �   �  �  �        �   �  

Grey Heron(Ardea cinerea) �  �  �  �  �     �        �  �  �  B
ird

s 
in

 ri
ve

rs
 a

n
d
 p

on
d
s 

White Wagtail(Motacilla alba lugens) �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �   �   �  �    

Grey-headed Lapwing(Vanellus cinereus) ▲  ▲  �  �  �               

Great Reed Warbler(Acrocephalus arundinaceu  �  ▲   �             �   

Skylark(Alauda arvensis) �  �  �  �  �  �              

B
ird

s 
in

 g
ra

ss
la

n
ds

 

Common Pheasant(Phasianus colchicus)   �  �  �          �    �   

Tree Sparrow(Passer moutanus) ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  ▲  �  

Brown-eared Bulbul(Hypsipetes amaurotis) ▲  ▲  �  ▲  �  �  �  �  ▲  ▲  �  �  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  �  �  

White-cheeked Starling(Sturnus cineraceus) ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  ● �  �  �  �  �  �  ▲  ▲  

Oriental Turtle Dove(Streptopelia orientalis) ▲  �  �  ▲  �  �  �  �  ▲  �  �  �  ▲  �  �  �  �  �  

B
ird

s 
in

 th
e
 u
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a
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 a
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a
 

Carrion Crow(Corvus corone) �  ▲  ▲  ▲  �  �  �  ▲  ▲  �  �  ▲  �  �  �  �  �  �  

Long-tailed Tit(Aegithalos caudatus)      �    �     �  �  �  �  �  �  

Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker(Picoides kizuki)    �      �      �  �  �  �  �  

Meadow Bunting(Emberiza cioides)    �  �          �  �   �   

Japanese Bush Warbler(Cettia diphone)    �      �     �  �  �  �    T
h
e
 o

th
er

 b
ird

s 

Bull-headed Shrike(Lanius bucephalus) �  �   �  �   �   �      �  �   �  �  

Goshawk(Accipiter gentilis) ����    ���� ���� ����   ����  ����    ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 

Osprey(Pandion haliaetus) ���� �  ���� ����  ���� ���� ���� ����     ����   ����  

Grey-faced Buzzard(Butastur indicus)  ����      ����      �  ����    R
ap

to
rs
 

Eastern Marsh Harrier(Circus spilonotus) ���� �  ����                

Largest number observed per survey � 1001 or more  � 501–1000 ▲  51–500 

            �   11–50        �  4-10     ����1–3 (raptorial birds only)  
Source: Agricultural Technology Division Greenification& Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya :  

Survey for Wild Birds-Guidebook to Wild Birds Habitats in Nagoya City(March, 2006)  
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Shonai River (Odome Bridge) 

Nagato River 
 (The Upper reaches) 

Shonai River 
 (Matsukawabashi Bridge) 

Shonai River (Mizuwake Bridge) 

Yada River 
(Sankai Bridge) 

Yada River 
 (Omori Bridge) 

Kanare River 
 (Kanare Bridge) 

Shinkawa River  (Meishibashi Bridge) 

Shonai River 
(Biwajima Bridge) 

Horikawa River 
 (Koshio Bridge) 

Ueda River 
 (Takabari Bridge) 

Tempaku River 
 (Tempaku Bridge) 

Tempaku River 
 (Shinshimada Bridge) 

Ougi River  
(Narumi Bridge) 

Tempaku River (Taikei Bridge) 

Shonai River 
(Isshiki-ohashi Bridge) 

Yamazaki River (Dotoku Bridge) 

Shin-Horikawa River 
 (Hinodebashi Bridge) 

Horikawa River (Minato-shinbashi Bridge) 
Nakagawa Canal 
 (Tokai Bridge) 

Arako River 
 (Arako River Pump Station) 

Shinkawa River 
(Hinode Bridge) 

Toda River 
(Shintofuku Bridge) 

Fukuta River 
(Shinseifuku  
Bridge) 
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The upper reaches of Nagato River    ■  ■  ■  �          ■   ■   ■    

Shonai River    (Odome Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �         ■  ■  ■       

    (Matsukawa Bridge) �  �  ■  �       ■  ■  ■  ■  ■      

    (Mizuwake Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �       ■  ■  ■  ■       

    (Biwajima Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �         ■  ■   ■  ■   ■  

T
h
e
 n

o
rt
h
e
rn

 p
a
rt     

Shinkawa River    (Meishi Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■    ■     ■    ■   ■   

Yada River    (Omori Bridge)) ■  ■  ■  �      ■     ■  ■  ■  ■     

    (Sankai Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �     ■   ■  ■  ■  ■   ■    ■  

Kanare River    (Kanare Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �    ■   ■  ■   ■  ■  ■  ■   ■   

Yamazaki River    (Kanae Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■   ■  ■  ■     ■  ■  ■     

Tempaku River    
(Oyabu-Tempaku 
Bridge) 

■  ■  ■  �     ■  ■  ■  ■   ■  ■     ■  

    (Shinshimada Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �     ■   ■   ■  ■   ■    ■  
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rt     

Ueda River    (Takabari Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �       ■       ■     

Fukuda River    (Shinseifuku Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �       ■      ■     ■  

Toda River    (Tofuku Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �       ■   ■    ■    ■  ■  
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e
 w
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st

e
rn
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rt     

Arako River    (Pump Station) ■  ■  ■  �            ■     ■  

Horikawa River    (Koshio Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �                ■  

Shin-Horikawa  
River    

(Hinode Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �                ■  

C
a
n
a
l     

Naka River Canal    (Tokai Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■                

Shinkawa River    (Hinode Bridge) ■  ■  ■  � ■  ■  ■    ■      ■      

Shonai River    (Isshiki-ohashi Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■  ■  ■              

Horikawa River    
(Minato-shimbashi 
Bridge) 

■  ■  ■  �   ■  ■             ■  

Yamazaki River    (Dotoku Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■  ■    ■            

Tempaku River    (Taikei Bridge) ■  ■  ■  � ■  ■  ■   ■         ■   ■  
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Ougi River    (Narumi Bridge) ■  ■  ■  �  ■  ■               
  

BOD (75% value) (Fiscal 2006) �  3 mg/L max. ○  5 max. �  8 max. ▲  more than 8 

DO (average value) (Fiscal 2006) �  More than 10 mg/L  ○  10 max. �  8 max. ▲  5 max. 

Number of benthic species (Fiscal 2003) �  More than 30 ○  30 max. �  20 max. ▲ 10 max. 

Notes 

Number of species (Fiscal 2003) ■  Confirmed in fiscal 2003 survey 
 

In general, many fish can be observed at locations where the riverbed terrain is complicated, shore protection offers cover, oxygen is plenty, and benthos is abundant. 

 
 

North, East,  
and West 

Carassius, freshwater minnow, and gudgeon are major fish species found in Nagoya’s rivers. Japanese trout inhabit the Yamazaki and Kanare 
Rivers, while Japanese rice-fish inhabit the Shin, Yada, and Yamazaki Rivers 

Canals A major species present in the canals is the mosquitofish (topminnow), which is resistant to oxygen deficiency. The downstream area of the canals 
is inhabited by flathead mullet and Japanese seabas. 

Downstream area The brackish water is mainly inhabited by flathead mullet, goby, and Japanese seabas. 

Alien species Mosquitofish inhabit nearly half of the rivers. Bluegill and largemouth bass (black bass) can be found in many rivers. (Irrigation ponds are much 
more susceptible to these alien species than are rivers.) 

 

Source: River Water Quality Survey in the City (Fiscal 2006: Greenification & Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya), Continuous Monitoring of Public Water Body (Fiscal 2006: 

Environmental Affairs Bureau, City of Nagoya), Survey of River Organisms in the City (Fiscal 2003: Environmental Science Research Institute, Environmental Affairs Bureau, City of 

Nagoya), and others 
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1.3.3 1.3.3 1.3.3 1.3.3 THETHETHETHE R R R REDEDEDED D D D DATAATAATAATA B B B BOOKOOKOOKOOK    OFOFOFOF    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA    

In March 2004, the City of Nagoya released the Red 
Data Book of Nagoya 2004. 
The survey conducted to prepare the red list 
identified 3,169 species of animals and 1,560 species 
of vascular plants in the city. The status of 
endangered species is given below. 
For animals, the city is home to 123 critically 
endangered/endangered and vulnerable species: 14 
species of mammals (including the Japanese giant 
flying squirrel), 22 species of birds (including the 
grey nightjar), six species of amphibians (including 
the daruma pond frog), six species of fish 
(including the Far Eastern brook lamprey), 42 
species of insects (including the Libellula angelina 
dragonfly), 16 species of spiders (including 
Perenethis fascigera), and 17 species of shellfish 
(including Unio douglasiae nipponensis). 
There exist 73 species that qualify as potentially 
“vulnerable” in the future depending on the 
condition of their habitat, although they are 
currently not facing a high risk of extinction (“near 
threatened”): 12 species of birds, five species of 
reptiles, two species of fish, 41 species of insects, 
eight species of spiders, and five species of shellfish. 
A total of 18 species have been classified as extinct 

(“extinct/extinct in the wild”): 14 species of insects 
(including predaceous diving beetle) and four 
species of shellfish (including Camptoceras hirasei 
Walker). 
Meanwhile, insufficient information is available to 
assess extinction risk for 18 species (“data 
deficient”): two species of mammals, six species of 
birds, one species of reptile, eight species of insects, 
and one species of spider. 
For vascular plants, the city is home to 155 species 
(including Pyrus calleryana var. dimorphophylla) that 
are currently growing or are highly likely to be 
growing but are estimated to be facing a risk of 
extinction (“critically endangered, endangered, and 
vulnerable”). 
Among plants that once grew in Nagoya, 43 species 
qualify as being potentially “vulnerable” 
depending on the condition of their habitat, 
although they do not currently face a high risk of 
extinction (“near threatened”), while 69 species 
(including Marsilea quadrifolia) have been identified 
as extinct (“extinct/extinct in the wild”). 

 

 
 

Species Listed in the Red Data Book 

Critically Endangered, Endangered, and 
Vulnerable species 

 Number 
of 

identified 
species in 

the city 

Extinct 
(EX) Critically 

endangered 
(CR) 

Endangered
(EN) 

Vulnerable 
(VU) 

Total 

Near 

Threatened 

(NT) 

Data 

Deficient 

(DD) 

Total 

number 

of listed 

species 

Off-list 
species 

Endangered 
species/ 

Number of 
identified 

species in the 
city 

Mammals 25 0 7 3 4 14 0 2 16 - 64.0% 

Birds 231 0 1 3 18 22 12 6 40 - 9.5� 

Reptile 13 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 6 - 0� 

Amphibians 12 0 4 1 1 6 0 0 6 - 50.0� 

Fish 58 0 1 2 3 6 2 0 8 - 10.3� 

Insects 2,457 14 15 12 15 42 41 8 105 - 1.7� 

Spiders 300 0 5 2 9 16 8 1 25 - 5.3� 

Shellfish 73 4 11 3 3 17 5 0 26 - 23.3� 

A
n
im

a
ls
 

Total 3,169 18 44 26 53 123 73 18 232 - 3.8� 

Plants 
Vascular 

plants 
1,560 69 23 46 86 155 43 - 267 4 9.9� 

Grand Total 4,729 87 67 72 139 278 116 18 499 4 5.8� 
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1.3.4 T1.3.4 T1.3.4 T1.3.4 THEHEHEHE    VALUEVALUEVALUEVALUE    OFOFOFOF    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    TOTOTOTO N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    

The regional and global biodiversity that exists 
outside our city area sustains commerce and the 
lives of residents in Nagoya. When one considers 
the relationship between urban activities and 
biodiversity, it becomes apparent that Nagoya’s 
efforts as a large city to conserve biodiversity are 
significant, and important clues to specific 
measures become evident. 
Here, we discuss the value of biodiversity from two 
aspects: the bounty of the biodiversity that remains 
in the city, and links to regional and global 
biodiversity. 
 

●    TTTTHEHEHEHE    BOUNTYBOUNTYBOUNTYBOUNTY    THATTHATTHATTHAT    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA    ENJOYSENJOYSENJOYSENJOYS    FROMFROMFROMFROM    
BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    

For centuries, Nagoya prospered as a castle town. 
Indeed, this is the place where unique traditions 
and cultures flourished — including foods such as 
miso fermented bean paste, traditional handicrafts 
such as Nagoya yuzen dyeing, karakuri mechanical 
dolls, and Kyogen performances. The traditions and 
culture of Nagoya are deeply rooted in the 
biodiversity of this region. 
For instance, the haccho miso — a bean paste 
produced by fermenting soybeans with a type of 
koji mold — that is consumed in this region is 
seldom seen in other parts of Japan. This unique 
food is believed to have resulted from genetic 
diversity. Meanwhile, many traditional handicrafts 
have been inspired by nature’s beauty as seen in the 
plants, animals, and natural landscape. Yuzen, a 

technique for dyeing kimonos with beautiful 
designs, involves the process of rinsing cloth in the 
clear river water. 
Table 1.3.4 shows the value of Nagoya’s 
biodiversity to the lives of residents. 
For instance, farms in the city grow onions, Chinese 
cabbage, and rice. In addition, a small amount of 
odakana, a vegetable unique to this region, is grown 
here. 
Open green spaces in the city help to mitigate air 
pollution, absorb CO2, and alleviate the heat island 
phenomenon. The rivers and sea purify wastewater 
from cities through natural cleansing processes. 
Nagoya Castle and the satoyama rural landscape of 
the Higashiyama area also provide residents with 
opportunities for relaxation and recreation. 

 

 

 

SSeerrvviicceess  CCllaassssiiffiieedd  bbyy  MMiilllleennnniiuumm  
EEccoossyysstteemm  AAsssseessssmmeenntt  

SSppeecciiffiicc  eexxaammpplleess  

FFoooodd  Onions, Chinese cabbage, rice 

GGeenneettiicc  rreessoouurrcceess  Vegetables unique to this region (oodakana) 

AAiirr  qquuaalliittyy  rreegguullaattiioonn  Mitigation of air pollution 

CClliimmaattee  rreegguullaattiioonn  Absorption of CO2, alleviation of heat island phenomenon 

WWaatteerr  rreegguullaattiioonn  Purification of contaminants 

WWaatteerr  ccyyccllee  Maintenance of streamflow, control of rain runoff 

LLaannddssccaappee  
Nagoya Castle, satoyama rural landscapes, improvement of 
urban landscape 

RReeccrreeaattiioonn  aanndd  eeccoottoouurriissmm  
Bird observation at Fujimae Tidal Flat, Higashiyama Zoo and 
Botanical Gardens 

OOtthheerrss  Grove of the Village Shrine, healing 
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●    LLLLINKSINKSINKSINKS    TOTOTOTO    REGREGREGREGIONALIONALIONALIONAL    ANDANDANDAND    GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBAL    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    

Today, the residents of Nagoya depend on products 
from the surrounding area and imports from other 
countries. These products represent all aspects of 
everyday life, including food and energy. In other 
words, goods and services on the market are 
derived from the biodiversity that exists in Japan 
and abroad. 
Here, we use water as well as farm and marine 
products as a means of examining how the lives of 
residents are linked to global biodiversity. 
 
• THETHETHETHE    WATERWATERWATERWATER    THATTHATTHATTHAT    SUSTAINSSUSTAINSSUSTAINSSUSTAINS N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA 
Nagoya’s tap water and industrial water are 
sourced from the Kiso River, which has a catchment 
area extending way beyond the city area (Fig. 1.3.4). 
The upper reaches of the Kiso River extend into the 
Hida Mountains of Gifu Prefecture and the 
Hida-Kiso Mountains of Nagano Prefecture. These 
mountain ranges are home to Mt. Norikura, Mt. 
Ontake, Mt. Kisokoma and other mountains that 
rise more than 3,000 meters above sea level. The 
Kiso River carries the rain and snow runoff from 
these mountains. The City of Nagoya secures the 
rights to use this water (“water rights”) through 
construction of dams and weirs in these areas. 
The groundwater drawn by factories and other 
businesses is fed by the rainwater that falls on the 
areas around Nagoya and permeates the ground. 
This water remains in the strata before flowing into 
the ground below Nagoya. The process takes many 
years, and the catchment area extends far beyond 
the city area. In recent years, the sales of bottled 

mineral water marketed as a beverage have been 
growing in volume. While many of these products 
are sourced in Japan, the volume of imported water 
has been growing. 
Thus, the water that sustains Nagoya comes from 
the catchment area of the Kiso River — which lies 
largely outside the city area — as well as other 
countries. 
 
• TTTTHEHEHEHE    FARMFARMFARMFARM    ANDANDANDAND    MARINEMARINEMARINEMARINE    PRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTS    THATTHATTHATTHAT    
SUSTAINSUSTAINSUSTAINSUSTAIN N N N NAGOYAGOYAGOYAGOYAAAA    
Most of the food that sustains Nagoya’s residents is 
brought in from outside the city area. The 
calorie-based food self-sufficiency rates of Japan 
and Aichi Prefecture are 39% and 13%, respectively. 
Nagoya’s self-sufficiency rate is considered much 
lower than that of Aichi Prefecture (Table 1.3.6). For 
example, 95% of the lobster, shrimp, and prawn 
marketed in Japan is imported from Southeast Asia 
and elsewhere. 
In fact, almost all food consumed by Nagoya’s 
residents comes from other regions or other 
countries. However, agriculture — such as the 
production of cut flowers — is relatively vibrant in 
the area surrounding Nagoya, even though these 
operations are located quite close to a large city. 
Ise Bay (which borders Nagoya) and Mikawa Bay 
offer some of Japan’s richest fishing grounds. 
Although Nagoya’s coastal areas have been 
developed as harbors, the rest of Ise Bay retains its 
natural coastline and fishing grounds. For instance, 
the catch of littleneck clams in Aichi and Mie 
prefectures combined accounted for about 40% of 
Japan’s total in 2006.  

 
 

WWWWWWWWaaaaaaaatttttttteeeeeeeerrrrrrrr        SSSSSSSSuuuuuuuuppppppppppppppppllllllllyyyyyyyy  WWWWWWWWaaaaaaaatttttttteeeeeeeerrrrrrrr        VVVVVVVVoooooooolllllllluuuuuuuummmmmmmmeeeeeeee  

SSuuppppllyy  ffrroomm  ttaapp  wwaatteerr  299,000 

SSuuppppllyy  ffrroomm  iinndduussttrriiaall  wwaatteerr  18,000 

PPuummppeedd  uupp  ggrroouunnddwwaatteerr  36 

 
 

CCaatteeggoorryy  
FFoooodd  SSeellff--SSuuffffiicciieennccyy  

RRaattee  

NNaattiioonnaall  ((FFiissccaall  22000066))  39% 

  Rice  94% 

  Wheat  13% 

  Soybeans  5% 

AAiicchhii  PPrreeffeeccttuurree  ((FFiissccaall  22000055))        13% 
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(Thousands of cubi(Thousands of cubi(Thousands of cubi(Thousands of cubic c c c meters)meters)meters)meters) 
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CCCCOLUMNOLUMNOLUMNOLUMN 1. L 1. L 1. L 1. LIFEIFEIFEIFE    ININININ    THETHETHETHE P P P PASTASTASTAST    

 

 

JJJJAPANAPANAPANAPAN    ININININ    TTTTHEHEHEHE E E E EDODODODO    PERIODPERIODPERIODPERIOD (1603 (1603 (1603 (1603––––1867)1867)1867)1867)    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

LLLLIFEIFEIFEIFE    ININININ    AAAA    SATOYAMASATOYAMASATOYAMASATOYAMA    ((((COMMUNITYCOMMUNITYCOMMUNITYCOMMUNITY----MANAGEDMANAGEDMANAGEDMANAGED    NATURENATURENATURENATURE        
AREAAREAAREAAREA))))    

Centuries ago, Japanese — particularly those residing in rural 
areas — lived in harmony with nature in what is known as the 
satoyama ecosystem. (Satoyama refers to a natural environment 
modified for sustainable use.)  
Established through many years of human activity, this particular ecosystem comprised people, houses, 
copses, bamboo forests, farmland, grassland, streams, and irrigation ponds. In the satoyama ecosystem, 
people sourced food, clothing, and housing mostly from nature, the source of diverse organisms.  
 
For clothing, people cultivated hemp, cotton, and silkworms, weaving the fiber into fabric. For food, people 
grew rice and vegetables on farmland. They harvested nuts and mushrooms and hunted game animals in 
the forests. Seafood and salt were available from rivers and fishing villages in coastal areas. Houses were 
built with natural resources — timber for framing, thatch for roofs, bamboo, rice straw, and soil for walls; 
trees and paper for fittings; and rush for tatami mat flooring. 
Fuel was sourced from rice straw, brushwood, scrap wood from thinning, and charcoal. Water was 
available from groundwater sources, streams, and irrigation ponds. In terms of domestic animals, people 
kept cows for farm work and chickens for meat and eggs. Household garbage, fuel ash, feces, and fallen 
leaves were used to fertilize farmland. Clearly, this was truly a sustainable lifestyle. Paradoxically, 
self-sufficiency was the only option when resources were not readily available through domestic and global 
trade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

Fish market at Atsuta shrine in the Edo 
Period (1603-1867) 
Source: Scene of Owari-Nagoya 

Maintaining thatched roof house 

During the Edo period, Japan adopted a “closed country” 
policy of minimal trade with other countries. Japan started to 
import most of its food and energy only comparatively  
recently.  
In pre-modern Japan, domestic trade was already  vibrant 
and products were available from many parts of Japan. Thus, 
the population did not necessarily depend on local 
biodiversity alone. Moreover, some commentators have 
pointed out that Edo Japan was a “sustainable society.” 
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A copse refers to a forest of broad-leaved deciduous trees planted in a primeval natural forest in which 
broad-leaved evergreen trees were dominant. Trees were cut systematically for use as building materials 
and fuel. These forests were thinned periodically to ensure adequate sunshine for younger trees and grass. 
Forests of broad-leaved deciduous trees recover quickly after a cut. In fact, human intervention constantly 
renewed the forests. 
The Japanese rhinoceros beetle and stag beetle would inhabit a copse, while insects and small animals lived 
within the fallen leaves and plants. Brooks, rice fields, and irrigation canals offered habitats for various 
animals and plants including frogs, loach, and Japanese rice-fish. 
In spring, plum and cherry trees blossomed; in summer, fireflies glowed over rice fields and swamps; in 
autumn, the foliage turned red and yellow; and in winter, plants and animals awaited spring under a thick 
blanket of snow. 
Thus, in a satoyama, human intervention in nature helped to create a sustainable ecosystem in which people 
lived in harmony with nature. 

 

Kite-flying during the Edo period (1603-1867) 
Courtesy of Nagoya Urban Institute 

Satoyama scenery during the Edo period (1603-1867) 
Courtesy of Nagoya Urban Institute 
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1.41.41.41.4    TTTTHREATSHREATSHREATSHREATS    TOTOTOTO    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    

A variety of factors have contributed to the loss of 
Nagoya’s once-rich biodiversity. Discussed below 
are the principal factors that are believed to have 
contributed to this loss of diversity. 
 

1.4.1 C1.4.1 C1.4.1 C1.4.1 CHANGINGHANGINGHANGINGHANGING    LIFESTYLESLIFESTYLESLIFESTYLESLIFESTYLES    

Kitchen middens, tombs, and other ancient relics 
have revealed that the area now known as Nagoya 
has been inhabited for thousands of years. In fact, 
Nagoya started to develop as a city in 1610, the year 
in which Nagoya Castle was constructed.With the 
introduction of municipal government in 1889, 
Nagoya officially became a city. By 1964, after 
consolidating with the surrounding area, the city 
encompassed most of the area it occupies today. 
Since 1965, the population has grown by about 15 
percent. The economy has 

evolved as well: primary industries (including 
agriculture and fishery) and secondary industries 
(including manufacturing) have decreased as a 
percentage of the overall economy, while the 
percentage of tertiary industries (including the 
service industry) has increased (Figs. 1.4.1 and 
1.4.2). 
Further urbanization has led to changing lifestyles 
and work styles, which in turn has resulted in 
changes in land use. Areas that were once forest or 
farmland have been developed for housing and 
offices. 
These developments brought about more changes 
in the lifestyles of residents as well as increased 
energy consumption (Fig. 1.4.3). These trends have 
caused greater dependence on energy and food 
from regions beyond the city area and other 
countries. 
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1.4.2 H1.4.2 H1.4.2 H1.4.2 HABITATABITATABITATABITAT    MODIFICATIONMODIFICATIONMODIFICATIONMODIFICATION    
Changing lifestyles have resulted in habitat loss for 
organisms; this in turn has posed a significant 
threat to Nagoya’s biodiversity. 
Due to a decline in the population engaged in 
agriculture, farmland decreased from 6,185 hectares 
in 1965 to 905 hectares in 2005, a decline of about 
6/7ths. The number of irrigation ponds, which 
were a valuable source of agricultural water, 
decreased by about 2/3rds, from 360 to 116. In 
particular, the area covered by rice fields has decr 
eased to about 1/12th of what it was in 1965. 
Due to increasing demand for housing due to 
population growth , the remaining woodland in the 
hilly area in the east was developed into a 
residential area. Nagoya’s wooded area decreased 
from 1,648 hectares in 1970 to 1,202 hectares in 2006 
(a decrease of about 30 percent). 
The harbor area had been reclaimed long before the 
municipal government was introduced. At first, 

reclamation was intended to increase that available 
farmland. With the development of commerce and 
industry, however, reclamation projects were 
initiated in order to create harbors and industrial 
sites. Reclamation projects are under way even 
today; since 1985, about 4,500 hectares of Nagoya’s 
coast have been reclaimed. 
The decrease in habitat accelerated because of 
projects intended to turn natural environments into 
artificial environments. For example, rivers with 
natural levees and irrigation ponds were 
transformed with the addition of concrete 
structures. Such changes have had a grave impact 
on wildlife habitat. 
Clearly, the most significant direct threat to wildlife 
in Nagoya is believed to be habitat modification. 
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1.1.1.1.4.3 I4.3 I4.3 I4.3 IMPACTSMPACTSMPACTSMPACTS    FROMFROMFROMFROM    ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL    
POLLUTIONPOLLUTIONPOLLUTIONPOLLUTION    

Japan’s economy grew rapidly from the 1950s to the 
early 1970s, an era known as “the period of high 
economic growth.” 
During this period, industrial production grew 
dramatically and factory production increased 
sharply. Today, Nagoya’s large factories are located 
primarily along the coast. 
It was during this period when emissions from 
factories and business establishments gave rise to 
air and water pollution. As exemplified by 
Minamata disease (triggered by organic mercury 
poll ution from the discharge of industrial 
wastewater) and Yokkaichi asthma (attributed to 
air pollution discharged by petrochemical 
complexes), several regions of Japan became aware 
of the environmental damage that could be caused 
by business activity. 
In the 1960s, Nagoya also experienced aggravated 
air pollution that resulted in smog as well as water 

pollution that caused massive die-offs of fish and 
shellfish in the rivers. 
Later in that decade, increased regulations on 
factories and business establishments helped to 
trigger a decline in environmental pollution. By the 
mid-1970s, the quality of river water improved 
almost to the present level due to efforts to upgrade 
the city’s sewage systems. 
This history of environmental pollution is believed 
to have had a significant negative impact on 
Nagoya’s biodiversity. In fact, the deteriorated 
water quality in rivers and marine areas has 
significantly harmed aquatic ecosystems. 
Notably, some problems remain unresolved, such 
as oxygen-deficient areas and eutrophication of 
marine waters due to nitrogen and phosphorus 
pollution. 
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1.4.4 1.4.4 1.4.4 1.4.4 CLIMATECLIMATECLIMATECLIMATE    CHANGECHANGECHANGECHANGE    ANDANDANDAND    INVASIVEINVASIVEINVASIVEINVASIVE    ALIENALIENALIENALIEN    
SPECIESSPECIESSPECIESSPECIES    

Nagoya’s biodiversity has also been threatened by 
climate change and invasive alien species. 
Temperatures around Nagoya have risen by about 
2°C in the past 100 years. The annual average CO2 

concentrations in the city increased from 381 ppm 
in 1993 (the year in which measurements began) to 
408 ppm in 2006. This concentration continues to 
increase. 
Indeed, the temperature rise in Nagoya is more 
than 1°C higher than the average temperature rise 
in the northern hemisphere in the past 100 years 
(about 0.74°C). The heat island phenomenon is 
believed to have accelerated this temperature rise. 
Climate chan ge has had an impact on plant growth. 
For example, during the period 1961–90, cherry 
trees blossomed on March 30 on average; during 
the period 1991–2000, however, cherry trees 
blossomed about four days earlier on average. 
Likewise, during the period 1961–90, the leaves of 
Japanese maples turned red on November 21 on 
average; during the period 1991–2000, however, 

their leaves turned red about seven days later on 
average. 
Climate change is also believed to have had an 
impact on insect habitat. Since the 1990s, the Indian 
fritillary and great Mormon, which are native to the 
comparatively warm climate of southern Japan, 
have expanded their habitats to include Nagoya 
and the Kanto region in the north. 
Invasive alien species present another problem. 
Alien species such as largemouth bass, bluegill, and 
mosquitofish have been expanding their habitats to 
a growing number of rivers and irrigation ponds in 
the city. The City of Nagoya conducted surveys on 
20 irrigation ponds; the number of ponds 
containing these three species of fish was found to 
have increased to 11 in 1981 and 17 in 2005. 
Indigenous to North America, largemouth bass and 
bluegill are predators and prey on insects and other 
fish, thus affecting habitats of native species. 
The rise in temperature has enabled alien species 
indigenous to southern regions and countries to 
inhabit Nagoya. Indeed, alien species pose a 
growing threat.  
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1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT    
    

1.5.1 M1.5.1 M1.5.1 M1.5.1 MASTERASTERASTERASTER    PLANSPLANSPLANSPLANS    ANDANDANDAND    ORDINANCESORDINANCESORDINANCESORDINANCES    FORFORFORFOR    
BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    CONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATION    

The City of Nagoya is committed to solving the 
city’s environmental problems. In the past, these 
efforts focused on preventing environmental 
pollution and contributing to human health. Today, 
these efforts have expanded in scope to encompass 
environmental conservation in the city area. 
The city’s ordinances and comprehensive plans 
stipulate the ideal environmental model as an 
objective for the City of Nagoya. These targets are 
closely linked to biodiversity conservation. 
 

● NNNNAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA N N N NEWEWEWEW C C C CENTURYENTURYENTURYENTURY P P P PLANLANLANLAN 2010 2010 2010 2010 

The Nagoya New Century Plan 2010 is the third 
long-term comprehensive plan based on the 
Nagoya City Basic Concepts. The target year has 
been set as 2010. 
The plan is intended to attain balance in all aspects 
of life, culture, industry and the environment while 
in line with the slogan, “Nagoya–A City its citizens 
feel proud of and attached to.” 
Under this approach, master plans are developed 
for different sectors in order to promote the 
implementation of the various projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
● BBBBASICASICASICASIC E E E ENVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTALALALAL P P P PLANLANLANLAN    FORFORFORFOR N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA 

Modeled on the city’s Basic Environment 
Ordinance, the Basic Environment Plan represents 
the city’s comprehensive plan for the environment. 
The second plan, developed in July 2006, has 
established the comprehensive target of 

“Eco-capital Nagoya built thorough collaboration,” 
under which four specific targets will be achieved 
through the collaboration of citizens, government, 
and private enterprise. 
One of the four specific targets is “creating a city in 
which people can live in harmony with nature.” 
The city is also committed to measures such as city 
planning for enhanced greenery and conservation 
of diverse ecosystems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● GREEN MASTER PLAN FOR THE CITY OF NAGOYAGREEN MASTER PLAN FOR THE CITY OF NAGOYAGREEN MASTER PLAN FOR THE CITY OF NAGOYAGREEN MASTER PLAN FOR THE CITY OF NAGOYA    

Green master plan for the City of Nagoya(flowers, 
water and green Nagoya plan) is intended to enable 
the city to demonstrate its originality and creativity 
in all fields related to a green environment, and to 
take comprehensive measures for promoting 
conservation of open green spaces and planting of 
greenery. The plan is governed by the Urban Green 
Space Conservation Law. 
This plan describes the ideal model of a green 
environment for the future, and presents the policy 
behind the measures. The near term target is fiscal 
2010. 
This plan sets for the following three targets:  

� To maintain a focus on the lives of residents 
and collaborate with citizens, government, and 
private enterprise to create “City Spaces of 
Flowers, Water, and Greenery in Nagoya.”  

� To develop a green environment in local 
communities that serves as the backbone of the 
city and to turn 30 percent of the city area into 
green environment according to the ideal 
model for the future. 

� To achieve a per capita urban park area of 15 
square meters (urban parks serving as the hub 
of a green environment) in keeping with the 
ideal model for the future. (The near-term 
target is a per capita area of 10 square meters by 
FY 2010.) 

Comprehensive Plan Comprehensive Plan Comprehensive Plan Comprehensive Plan 
for the City of Nagoyafor the City of Nagoyafor the City of Nagoyafor the City of Nagoya 
�Nagoya New Century 
Plan 2010 

Plans for Different Sectors 
�Basic Environmental Plan for Nagoya 
�Green master plan for the City of 
Nagoya 

Ordinances 

�Environmental Basic Ordinance for 
the City of Nagoya 
�Green Environment City Planning 
Ordinance 

Various Ordinances 
�Ordinance on Environmental 

Protection to Ensure Public 
Health and Safety 

OOOOOOOOrrrrrrrrggggggggaaaaaaaannnnnnnniiiiiiiizzzzzzzzaaaaaaaatttttttt iiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        PPPPPPPPllllllllaaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssss        aaaaaaaannnnnnnndddddddd        OOOOOOOOrrrrrrrrddddddddiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnaaaaaaaannnnnnnncccccccceeeeeeeessssssss        

“Eco-Capital 
Nagoya Built 
Through 
Collaboration” 

A city that offers health and safety 

A city committed to recycling 

A city that contributes to conservation of 
the global environment 

An amenity-oriented city in which people 
can live in harmony with nature 

CCoollllaabboorraattiioonn  

<<<<<<<<OOOOOOOOvvvvvvvveeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaallllllll llllllll        TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrggggggggeeeeeeeetttttttt>>>>>>>>                <<<<<<<<SSSSSSSSppppppppeeeeeeeecccccccciiiiiiiiffffffff iiiiiiiicccccccc        TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrggggggggeeeeeeeettttttttssssssss>>>>>>>>        
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●  ENVIRONMENTAL BASIC ORDINANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL BASIC ORDINANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL BASIC ORDINANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL BASIC ORDINANCE FOR 
THE CITY OF NAGOYATHE CITY OF NAGOYATHE CITY OF NAGOYATHE CITY OF NAGOYA    

The city enacted the Basic Environment Ordinance 
in March 1996. This ordinance clarifies the 
responsibilities of the city, businesses, and citizens 
and stipulates matters that serve as the basis for 
environmental conservation measures. It was 
enacted in an effort to create a favorable 
environment that ensures the health, safety, and 
convenience of citizens in the current and future 
generations. 
The preamble of the Environment Basic Ordinance 
sets out the following target: 
 

The environment is the cradle of all living things 
and is sustained by a delicately balanced ecosystem. 
We are deeply aware of this fact and are committed 
to the conservation of a healthy and rich 
environment that allows people to live in harmony 
with nature through the participation and 
collaboration of all citizens. We are determined to 
nurture a society that can achieve sustainable 
development by reducing the environmental impact 
of human and urban activities...  

 

● GGGGREENREENREENREEN    ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT C C C CITYITYITYITY P P P PLANNINGLANNINGLANNINGLANNING    
OOOORDINANCERDINANCERDINANCERDINANCE 

This ordinance is intended to stipulate basic matters 
regarding conservation and the nurturing of a 
green environment, sets out a comprehensive and 
systematic approach to city planning measures for a 
green environment, and thereby contributes to a 
favorable urban environment rich in greenery and 
ensures the health and convenience of citizens in 
their daily lives. 
This ordinance stipulates the following basic policy: 

• To secure an adequate green 
environment and improve its quality 

• To establish a network of green 
environments 

• To preserve for posterity a green 
environment that forms a historical 
landscape as well as a green environment 
with a legendary and cultural 
significance 

• To preserve farmland 
• To preserve the functions of the water 

cycle 

• To ensure adequate cooperation and 
collaboration with citizens and private 
enterprise 

• To utilize the green environment for 
environmental education and learning 

 

● OOOORDINANCERDINANCERDINANCERDINANCE    ONONONON E E E ENVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTAL    
PPPPROTECTIONROTECTIONROTECTIONROTECTION    TOTOTOTO E E E ENSURENSURENSURENSURE P P P PUBLICUBLICUBLICUBLIC H H H HEALTHEALTHEALTHEALTH    
ANDANDANDAND S S S SAFETYAFETYAFETYAFETY    

During the period of high economic growth 
extending from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, 
environmental pollution caused by industrial 
activity emerged as a major social problem. In 
January 1973, the City of Nagoya enacted The 
Nagoya City Environmental Pollution Prevention 
Ordinance to control the emission of air pollutants 
and to implement measures to counter ground 
subsidence. 
Later, the nature of environmental pollution 
changed dramatically due to increased urbanization 
and changes in socioeconomic circumstances. The 
conventional The Nagoya City Environmental 
Pollution Prevention Ordinance proved inadequate 
to properly address emerging environmental 
problems. 
In March 2003, the city enacted the Ordinance on 
Environmental Protection to Ensure Public Health 
and Safety in an effort to fully update the 
Environmental Pollution Prevention Ordinance, 
preserve a favorable environment to ensure the 
health and safety of citizens of current and future 
generations, and address existing environmental 
issues. 
The ordinance covers regulations targeting the 
prevention of environmental pollution from 
factories and business establishments as well as a 
broad range of measures that contribute to 
mitigation of environmental impacts. 
Specifically, the ordinance requires preparation of 
appropriate management reports for specified 
chemical substances, plans for the building 
environment, and a global warming 
countermeasure plan as well as the submission of 
progress reports. 
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1.5.2 S1.5.2 S1.5.2 S1.5.2 SURVEYSURVEYSURVEYSURVEYS    ONONONON    PLANTPLANTPLANTPLANT    ANDANDANDAND    ANIMALANIMALANIMALANIMAL    
HABITATHABITATHABITATHABITAT    

Various bureaus of the City of Nagoya conduct 
surveys on the city’s plant and animal habitat from 
different perspectives. 

● GGGGREENREENREENREEN    ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT    STATUSSTATUSSTATUSSTATUS    SURVEYSSURVEYSSURVEYSSURVEYS    

The Greenification & Public Works Bureau 
conducts surveys on the ratio and trend of open 

green space in the city in order to prepare basic 
materials for raising public awareness, increasing 
the ratio of open green space, and mitigating the 
heat island phenomenon. 
Compiled from aerial photography and data from 
the Geographical Information Service (GIS), this 
survey has been conducted every five years since 
1990. 

●     PPPPREPARATIONREPARATIONREPARATIONREPARATION    OFOFOFOF R R R REDEDEDED D D D DATAATAATAATA B B B BOOKOOKOOKOOK    

NNNNAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA 
Using three years of survey data, the 
Environmental Affairs Bureau prepared Nagoya’s 
original Red Data Book in March 2004. 
The Red Data Book is intended to give the public a 
deeper understanding and greater awareness of the 
endangered or threatened wild organisms that 
inhabit the city. Also, the Red Data Book provides 
basic information for ensuring conservation of the 
natural environment during the environmental 
impact assessment process required before most 
development projects. 
The city will undertake a review of the red list 
beginning in 2008.   

● SSSSURVEYSURVEYSURVEYSURVEYS    ONONONON    ORGANISMSORGANISMSORGANISMSORGANISMS    INHABITINGINHABITINGINHABITINGINHABITING    THETHETHETHE    
CITYCITYCITYCITY’’’’SSSS    RIVERSRIVERSRIVERSRIVERS    

In an effort to monitor water quality within the city, 
the Environmental Affairs Bureau conducts 
periodic surveys on organisms that inhabit the 
city’s rivers and irrigation ponds. 
At present, the bureau monitors the species and 
populations of fish and benthos every four years at 
26 river locations and in 20 irrigation ponds. 

 
 

● SSSSURVEYSURVEYSURVEYSURVEYS    ONONONON    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA’’’’SSSS    BIRDBIRDBIRDBIRD    HABITATHABITATHABITATHABITAT        

The Greenification & Public Works Bureau 
conducts surveys at 51 locations in the city every 
five years to monitor the bird habitat in the city. 

 

 



2. G2. G2. G2. GOVERNANCEOVERNANCEOVERNANCEOVERNANCE: S: S: S: SPECIFICPECIFICPECIFICPECIFIC E E E EFFORTSFFORTSFFORTSFFORTS    TO CONSERVE BIODIVERSITYTO CONSERVE BIODIVERSITYTO CONSERVE BIODIVERSITYTO CONSERVE BIODIVERSITY    
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2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 BIODIVERSITY IN CITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY IN CITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY IN CITY MANAGEMENTBIODIVERSITY IN CITY MANAGEMENT    
    

2.1.1 O2.1.1 O2.1.1 O2.1.1 ORGANIZATIONALRGANIZATIONALRGANIZATIONALRGANIZATIONAL    CHARTCHARTCHARTCHART    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE C C C CITYITYITYITY    OFOFOFOF    
NNNNAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    

The administration of the City of Nagoya is headed 
by the mayor and three deputy mayors who govern 
14 bureaus and offices, 16 ward offices, and other 
affiliated organizations. 
The city’s total budget for fiscal 2008 is ¥983.8 
billion in the general account; it employs 27,633 
officials , including officials on assignment. 
 

2.1.2 B2.1.2 B2.1.2 B2.1.2 BUREAUSUREAUSUREAUSUREAUS    RELATEDRELATEDRELATEDRELATED    TOTOTOTO    BIBIBIBIODIVERSITYODIVERSITYODIVERSITYODIVERSITY    

In accordance with the segregation of duties, the 
City of Nagoya maintains a number of bureaus that 
offer diverse services to city residents. In particular, 
the Environmental Affairs Bureau and the 
Greenification & Public Works Bureau are deeply 
engaged in biodiversity conservation. 
 

● E E E ENVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTAL A A A AFFAIRSFFAIRSFFAIRSFFAIRS B B B BUREAUUREAUUREAUUREAU    

The Environmental Affairs Bureau is responsible 
for global environmental conservation, 
environmental impact assessments, prevention of 

environmental pollution, and health issues related 
to pollution. It is also involved in the reduction, 
collection, and disposal of waste. 
The bureau employs 1,908 officials and has a 
budget of ¥45,558,237,000 for fiscal 2008. 
 

● GGGGREENIFICATIONREENIFICATIONREENIFICATIONREENIFICATION & P & P & P & PUBLIC UBLIC UBLIC UBLIC WWWWORKSORKSORKSORKS B B B BUREAUUREAUUREAUUREAU    

The Greenification & Public Works Bureau is 
responsible for the improvement and management 
of roads and rivers; the improvement, management, 
and planting of greenery in parks and open green 
spaces; and providing support for the agriculture 
and livestock industries. 
The bureau employs 1,287 officials and manages a 
budget of ¥79,914,284,000 for fiscal 2008. 
 

● O O O OTHERTHERTHERTHER    BUREAUSBUREAUSBUREAUSBUREAUS    

Because biodiversity conservation involves a 
variety of factors, many other bureaus are engaged 
in the task, including the Housing & City Planning 
Bureau (city planning) and the Health & Welfare 
Bureau (food and environmental sanitation). 

 
 

GGeenneerraall  AAccccoouunnttiinngg  BBuuddggeett  ffoorr  FFiissccaall  22000088  
BBBBBBBBuuuuuuuuddddddddggggggggeeeeeeeetttttttt        IIIIIIIItttttttteeeeeeeemmmmmmmm  

BBuuddggeett  ((mmiilllliioonnss))  
NNuummbbeerr  ooff  
EEmmppllooyyeeeess  

City Assembly 2,521 51 

General Affairs 57,281 1,700 

Health & welfare 206,412 2,485 

Child & youth affairs 91,764 2,330 

EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment    45,558 1,908 
Civic & economic 
affairs 106,617 1,535 

Greenification & Greenification & Greenification & Greenification &     
Public WorksPublic WorksPublic WorksPublic Works    

79,914 1,287 

Housing & city 
Planning 63,855 717 

Fire-Fighting 32,620 2,270 

Education 82,492 3,183 

Public bonds 147,771 - 

Miscellaneous 66,925 - 

Reserves 100 - 

Total 999983838383,,,,833833833833    17,46617,46617,46617,466    

 

FFFFFFFFiiiiiiiigggggggguuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeee        22222222........11111111........11111111        OOOOOOOOrrrrrrrrggggggggaaaaaaaannnnnnnniiiiiiiizzzzzzzzaaaaaaaatttttttt iiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        CCCCCCCCiiiiiiii ttttttttyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        NNNNNNNNaaaaaaaaggggggggooooooooyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaa        TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaabbbbbbbblllllllleeeeeeee        22222222........11111111........11111111        BBBBBBBBuuuuuuuuddddddddggggggggeeeeeeeetttttttt        ooooooooffffffff        CCCCCCCCiiiiiiii ttttttttyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        NNNNNNNNaaaaaaaaggggggggooooooooyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaa        
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2.1.3 T2.1.3 T2.1.3 T2.1.3 THEHEHEHE    HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY    OFOFOFOF    NAGOYANAGOYANAGOYANAGOYA’’’’SSSS    
ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL    CONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATION    INITIATIVESINITIATIVESINITIATIVESINITIATIVES    

The City of Nagoya launched its first environmental 
conservation initiatives in the early 1950s.During the 
period of high economic growth following World War 
II, the rapid pace of development seriously affected 
the water quality of the city’s rivers and the Port of 
Nagoya. In the mid-1950s, a series of serious 
environmental pollution problems arose in different 
parts of the city.In the mid-1960s, water and air 
pollution problems worsened. The City of Nagoya 
started to monitor air pollution and enacted 
ordinances to control pollution. 
In the 1980s, environmental pollution improved 
considerably due to a variety of efforts. It was during 
this period, however, that public interest in the 
environment expanded in scope from mere prevention 
of environmental pollution to the development of a 
more appealing and comfortable environment. 
Similarly, the 1990s saw growing interest in global 
environmental conservation following the Earth 
Summit in Brazil. Subsequently, the City of Nagoya 
enacted the Environmental Basic Ordinance for the 
City of Nagoya to promote the emergence of a 
sustainable society capable of minimizing its 
environmental impact. The city also developed a 
comprehensive plan for the environment titled the 
Basic Environmental Plan for Nagoya. In 1999, the 
City of Nagoya abandoned a plan to build a waste 
disposal site at the estuaries of the Shonai and 
Shinkawa Rivers once it was discovered that the 
planned site was an important habitat for migratory 
birds. At that time, the issue sparked a major social 
debate that attracted much media attention in Japan. 
This development spurred cooperation between 
citizens and businesses, which led to significant waste 
reduction. This initiative — known as “The Nagoya 
Model” — served as a reference for other 
municipalities that followed suit. 
In 2005, the 2005 World Exposition Aichi, Japan was 
held under the theme “Nature’s Wisdom,” revealing 
how environmental awareness has grown 
dramatically in the mind of the public. 
 

2.1.4 T2.1.4 T2.1.4 T2.1.4 THEHEHEHE    HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY    OFOFOFOF    CONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATION    OFOFOFOF    
OPENOPENOPENOPEN    GREENGREENGREENGREEN    SPACESSPACESSPACESSPACES    ANDANDANDAND    PLANTINGPLANTINGPLANTINGPLANTING    OFOFOFOF    
GREENERYGREENERYGREENERYGREENERY    BYBYBYBY    THETHETHETHE C C C CITYITYITYITY    OFOFOFOF N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    

Tsuruma Park, Nagoya’s first park, was created in 
1909. Later, city planners established a series of parks 
throughout the city. 

In 1935, the city opened Higashiyama Park, a nature 
park unequalled in size at that time. The zoo and 
botanical gardens opened in 1937. 
In World War II, most of the city — more than half of 
the central area — was destroyed by fire. During 
reconstruction of the city, extensive city planning 
projects were launched, and park area in Nagoya more 
than tripled. Two 100-meter-wide roads — 
Hisaya-odori and Wakamiya-odori — were planned in 
the downtown area with plants arranged on their 
median strips, creating the valuable green 
environment now seen in the downtown area. From 
the 1970s to the mid-1980s, the peripheral areas of the 
city were developed for housing, which increased the 
sense of crisis about diminishing green space. 
Growing public interest in the planting of greenery 
motivated the city to take the initiative in developing 
greening projects with public participation. The 
Nagoya City Basic Concept, developed in 1977, 
emphasized the importance of a green environment in 
city planning. In 1978, the Nagoya City Assembly 
adopted the “Greening City Declaration.” Recently, 
there has been increasing attention on various adverse 
effects attributed to the decrease in green 
environments in the urban area. In particular, the City 
of Nagoya faces important challenges such as loss of 
areas in which people can experience nature, 
deterioration of the cityscape, and the heat island 
phenomenon. The city is also expected to create a 
network of roads, rivers, parks, open green spaces, 
and farmland; improve the urban environment; and 
preserve the ecosystem. 
 

2.1.5 C2.1.5 C2.1.5 C2.1.5 CHALLENGESHALLENGESHALLENGESHALLENGES    ININININ    PROMOTINGPROMOTINGPROMOTINGPROMOTING    
BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    CONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATIONCONSERVATION    

The City of Nagoya has addressed environmental 
issues from various perspectives. Notably, the city has 
achieved substantial results in waste reduction by 
acknowledging the sense of crisis and promoting 
collaboration with the public. The respective bureaus 
in charge have also contributed to protecting rare 
species and preserving habitats.“Biodiversity,” 
however, encompasses a broad scope of concepts, and 
it is clear that the term is not in wide circulation. To 
promote concerted efforts on biodiversity 
conservation, the City of Nagoya must raise awareness 
that biodiversity conservation is a critical and shared 
challenge for members of the public, the government, 
and private enterprise. 
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CCCCOLUMNOLUMNOLUMNOLUMN 2. T 2. T 2. T 2. THEHEHEHE F F F FUJIMAEUJIMAEUJIMAEUJIMAE T T T TIDALIDALIDALIDAL F F F FLATLATLATLAT    ANDANDANDAND    TTTTHEHEHEHE W W W WASTEASTEASTEASTE D D D DISPOSALISPOSALISPOSALISPOSAL S S S SITEITEITEITE    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PPPPRESERVATIONRESERVATIONRESERVATIONRESERVATION    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    TIDALTIDALTIDALTIDAL    FLATFLATFLATFLAT    ANDANDANDAND    ABANDONMENTABANDONMENTABANDONMENTABANDONMENT    OFOFOFOF        
THETHETHETHE    PLANPLANPLANPLAN    TOTOTOTO    BUILDBUILDBUILDBUILD    AAAA    DISPOSALDISPOSALDISPOSALDISPOSAL    SITESITESITESITE    

When the plan to build a disposal site was announced, citizens’ groups that had been working primarily to 
preserve the Fujimae Tidal Flat took the initiative in launching a campaign against the plan. This debate 
eventually captured the attention of the rest of Japan. Before long, it became widely known that Fujimae 
Tidal Flat was one of Japan’s largest stopovers for migratory birds. For this reason, the city decided to 
preserve the tidal flat, abandoning the plan to build a disposal site. In fact, this proved to be a difficult 
decision, as it required striking a balance between protection of the natural environment and ensuring public 
convenience and sanitation. 

WWWWASTEASTEASTEASTE E E E EMERGENCYMERGENCYMERGENCYMERGENCY D D D DECLARATIONECLARATIONECLARATIONECLARATION    

Following the decision to abandon the plan for the new disposal site, the city was forced to take measures to 
extend the service life of existing disposal sites. In February 1999, the City of Nagoya issued a “Garbage 
Declaration of a State of Emergency,” and decided to work on reducing waste generation by 20 percent (0.20 
million metric tons) within two years. As part of this effort, the city started to sort and collect plastic and 
paper containers and wrapping in August 2000. In addition, the city hosted 2,300 preliminary briefing 
sessions (with the participation of 210,000 households), distributed the Waste Handling Guidebook to all 
households, and handled 100,000 inquiries and complaints. 

SSSSUCCEUCCEUCCEUCCESSFULSSFULSSFULSSFUL    WASTEWASTEWASTEWASTE    REDUCTIONREDUCTIONREDUCTIONREDUCTION    ANDANDANDAND    REGISTRATIONREGISTRATIONREGISTRATIONREGISTRATION    ASASASAS    AAAA R R R RAMSARAMSARAMSARAMSAR    SITESITESITESITE    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WWWWHATHATHATHAT    ISISISIS    THETHETHETHE    FUJIMAEFUJIMAEFUJIMAEFUJIMAE T T T TIDALIDALIDALIDAL F F F FLATLATLATLAT????    

The Fujimae Tidal Flat is an area of tidal flats of sand and mud at the 
estuaries of the Shonai, Shin, and Nikko Rivers flowing into Ise Bay. This 
natural feature can be divided into three unique tidal flats: one at the estuary 
of the Shonai River, one at the estuary of the Shinkawa River, and one 
around Fujimae. On November 18, 2002, a 323-hectare area that 
encompasses these three tidal flats was registered as a Ramsar site under the 
name “Fujimae Tidal Flat.” Located in southwestern Nagoya, the Fujimae 
Tidal Flat is a valuable natural area within the boundaries of a large city. 

TTTTHEHEHEHE    PROPOSALPROPOSALPROPOSALPROPOSAL    TOTOTOTO    ESTABLISHESTABLISHESTABLISHESTABLISH    AAAA    WASTEWASTEWASTEWASTE    DISPOSALDISPOSALDISPOSALDISPOSAL    SITESITESITESITE    

In 1981, the City of Nagoya announced a plan to build a final landfill site for 
nonindustrial waste on the Fujimae Tidal Flat. At that time, the City of 
Nagoya had three final landfill sites, but they were reaching their capacity. 
Indeed, considering the volume of waste being generated at that time, these 
landfill sites were expected to be filled by 2000. Although the city faced the 
urgent task of securing a new disposal site, it was difficult to establish such a 
site in an urbanized inland area. For this reason, the city prepared a plan to 
reclaim part of the Fujimae Tidal Flat — then a piece of land unfamiliar to 
most of the Japanese population — into a disposal site. 
 

The city worked to complete the sorting of waste, including a new scheme to 
collect containers and wrapping as resources. The volume of disposed waste 
decreased from one million metric tons in fiscal 1998 to 0.77 million metric tons 
in fiscal 2000, a decrease of 0.23 million metric tons.  
Thus, the city was able to achieve the target set out in Garbage Declaration of a 
State of Emergency. In 2002, the Fujimae Tidal Flat was registered as a Ramsar 
site in recognition of its importance as an internationally significant wetland. 
 

Migration flyways 

Planned site for landfill 
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CCCCOLUMNOLUMNOLUMNOLUMN 3. T 3. T 3. T 3. THEHEHEHE H H H HOSTINGOSTINGOSTINGOSTING    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE 2005 W 2005 W 2005 W 2005 WORLDORLDORLDORLD E E E EXPOSITIONXPOSITIONXPOSITIONXPOSITION, , , , AICHIAICHIAICHIAICHI, J, J, J, JAPANAPANAPANAPAN    

TTTTHEHEHEHE 2005 W 2005 W 2005 W 2005 WORLDORLDORLDORLD E E E EXPOSITIONXPOSITIONXPOSITIONXPOSITION, A, A, A, AICHIICHIICHIICHI, J, J, J, JAPANAPANAPANAPAN    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

TTTTHEHEHEHE    GOSHAWGOSHAWGOSHAWGOSHAWKKKK    ANDANDANDAND    CHANGESCHANGESCHANGESCHANGES    ININININ    THETHETHETHE    VENUEVENUEVENUEVENUE    PLANPLANPLANPLAN    

While the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan was highly acclaimed in the final analysis, the road to 
hosting the event was full of twists and turns. In particular, the project plan faced a critical challenge 
resulting from the discovery on the candidate site of nests of goshawks, a raptorial bird categorized as 
“Near Threatened” in the Japanese Red Data Book. Initially, the forest of this area had been part of the venue 
development plan, which also called for improvement of the area into an urbanized zone following the 
event. Following consultations with nature conservation groups, however, the venue plan was changed to 
conserve the satoyama (community-managed nature areas) environment after the end of the exposition. This 
modified plan was an effort to implement the exposition project while conserving the ecosystem, including 
the goshawk, of the planned venue. 

EEEENVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTAL    ASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENT    

Prior to the exposition, an environmental impact assessment was undertaken, marking the first case in 
which such an assessment had been made for a temporary event. As part of the assessment for the 
exposition, mechanisms were put in place for gathering diverse opinions, such as the Environmental 
Advisory Committee of experts as well as the Aichi Expo Review Committee, which enabled environmental 
groups to take part in the decision-making process. 

MMMMANAGINGANAGINGANAGINGANAGING    ANANANAN E E E ENVIRONMENTALLYNVIRONMENTALLYNVIRONMENTALLYNVIRONMENTALLY----FRIENDLYFRIENDLYFRIENDLYFRIENDLY E E E EVENTVENTVENTVENT    

The 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan was organized to enable participants, visitors, exhibitors, and the 
Japan Association for the 2005 World Exposition to contribute to environmentally friendly initiatives in 
their respective capacities, extending from the venue construction phase and exposition hosting phase to 
the dismantling and removal phase. Specifically, efforts were made to make the best use of original 
geographical features in the venue construction phase, facilitate CO2 absorption, and lower temperatures 
with an extensive vertical wall of flowers and plants. Visitors were also requested to completely sort their 
waste. 

AAAACCOMPLISHMENTSCCOMPLISHMENTSCCOMPLISHMENTSCCOMPLISHMENTS    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE E E E EXPOXPOXPOXPO    

The most significant accomplishment of the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan is the framework of event 
administration involving the cooperation of many NPOs, NGOs, governmental organizations, and 
businesses. Participation of NGOs/NPOs and citizens’ groups — the first such case in the history of 
international expositions— involved a large number of visitors and eventually developed into an extensive 
network that has been translated into new activities. For example, the EXPO 
Eco-Money program expanded its scope of activity when it relocated its hub  
facility to the Kanayama area of the city. At the closing ceremony, we made a  
promise to the children who would suffer the consequences of environmental  
destruction in the future. We pledged that we would take steps to clean up the  
environment and hand down a beautiful planet to these children. The various  
entities involved will make continued efforts to fulfill this promise. 

 

The Earth Tower 

The 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan, held under the theme 
“Nature’s Wisdom,”took place from March 25 through September 25, 
2005. The venue was located in the hilly area on the eastern outskirts 
of Nagoya. With the official participation of 125 countries and 
organizations, this event attracted 22 million visitors, far exceeding 
the initial target of 15 million. Clearly, the first international 
exposition of the 21st century was a resounding success. The Earth 
Tower, the city’s own original pavilion, proved enormously popular. 
 

“Children for the Future” badges 
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2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 BIODIVERSITY PROJECTSBIODIVERSITY PROJECTSBIODIVERSITY PROJECTSBIODIVERSITY PROJECTS        
Thus far, the City of Nagoya has undertaken a 
variety of initiatives related to biodiversity 
conservation. The following projects are considered 
closely linked to this objective. 
 
2222.2.1 C.2.1 C.2.1 C.2.1 CONSERVATIONONSERVATIONONSERVATIONONSERVATION    OFOFOFOF    OPEOPEOPEOPENNNN    GREENGREENGREENGREEN    
SPACESSPACESSPACESSPACES    ANDANDANDAND    PROMOTIONPROMOTIONPROMOTIONPROMOTION    OFOFOFOF    GREENINGGREENINGGREENINGGREENING    

Targets 
• To conserve existing open green spaces 
• To promote greening of roads, improve green 

ways, and promote local greening 
Schedule — 

With global warming, the heat island phenomenon, 
and other environmental problems becoming 
increasingly evident, it is necessary to prevent any 
loss of green environment and to conserve the 
valuable open green spaces that remain in the city. 
In this context, the city has been working to 
conserve existing open green space according to the 
terms of the Urban Green Space Conservation Law 
through utilization of such schemes as Green 
Conservation Areas.  
Specific initiatives include the following: 
• DDDDESIGNATIONESIGNATIONESIGNATIONESIGNATION    OFOFOFOF    GREENGREENGREENGREEN C C C CONSERVATIONONSERVATIONONSERVATIONONSERVATION A A A AREASREASREASREAS    

This program is intended to designate and conserve 
woodland, grassland, waterfront, and other areas 
with excellent natural environments according to 
the terms of the Urban Green Space Conservation 
Law. As of this writing, 71 locations (encompassing 
a total area of 183.3 hectares) have been identified 
through city planning and have been so designated 
by the city. 
• PPPPUBLICUBLICUBLICUBLIC    OPENOPENOPENOPEN    GREENGREENGREENGREEN    SPACESSPACESSPACESSPACES        

Under this program, the City of Nagoya concludes 
“loan for use” agreements with landowners of 
private woodlands and the like in order to secure 
favorable urban environments and provide the 
public with opportunities to experience local 
natural surroundings. Public open green spaces are 
managed and administered through collaboration 
between the City of Nagoya and citizens’ groups. 
• DDDDESIGNATIONESIGNATIONESIGNATIONESIGNATION    OFOFOFOF    SCENICSCENICSCENICSCENIC    ZONESZONESZONESZONES    

“Scenic zones,” — among the areas that contribute 
to a favorable natural environment — are city areas 
required for maintenance of urban scenic beauty. 
Scenic zones may be designated under city 
planning. The city has designated a total area of 
about 3,000 hectares as scenic zones, primarily in 
the hilly area in the east. The program is designed 
to conserve the natural landscape and to construct 

low-rise residential quarters in harmony with a 
green environment. These are subject to regulations 
on the height of buildings, the building footprint, 
and the location as well as housing land 
development, land clearing, tree cutting, and 
quarrying activities. In addition to conservation of 
existing open green spaces, the city has been 
committed to promoting greening of new areas. 
•    GGGGREENINGREENINGREENINGREENING    OFOFOFOF    ROADSROADSROADSROADS    

The city has many wide roads, with an orderly 
arrangement of blocks created by land readjustment 
projects. The area of new green spaces has been 
increased steadily through tree planting. 
In an effort to green these spaces more effectively, 
the city has been committed to planting trees along 
streets, continuous greening with shrubs, and the 
greening of median strips. 
•    IIIIMPROVEMENTMPROVEMENTMPROVEMENTMPROVEMENT    OFOFOFOF    GREENGREENGREENGREEN    WAYSWAYSWAYSWAYS    

A “green way” refers to a “people-first road” rich in 
greenery where vehicular traffic is restrained in 
order to give priority to environmental greenery, 
safety, and convenience. In September 1981, the city 
developed the Green Way Improvement Plan, 
which aims to improve green ways across a total of 
169 km along 36 routes — with an initial target of 
two routes per ward — by using existing roads, 
riverbanks, and waterways. 
•    PPPPROMOTIONROMOTIONROMOTIONROMOTION    OFOFOFOF    LOCALLOCALLOCALLOCAL    GREENINGGREENINGGREENINGGREENING 
This program is intended to facilitate the 
cooperation of local residents, private enterprise, 
and government to conclude agreements regarding 
the green environment and to implement greening 
activities. As a result, the unique and beautiful 
cityscape is improved and made more attractive 
through effective use of existing local features. 
• TTTTHEHEHEHE    GREENINGGREENINGGREENINGGREENING    AREAAREAAREAAREA    PROGRAMPROGRAMPROGRAMPROGRAM    

The greening area program is intended to designate, 
under city planning, areas that lack sufficient open 
green spaces for building a favorable urban 
environment in accordance with the Urban Green 
Space Conservation Law; it also designates areas 
that require greening when new buildings are 
constructed on a site exceeding a certain scale. In 
October 2008, the city will designate the entire 
urbanized area as a greening area and will require 
greening when buildings are constructed on a site 
not less than 300 square meters (500 m2 for 
commercial areas/neighboring commercial areas), 
thereby contributing to a green environment.
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2.2.2 2.2.2 2.2.2 2.2.2 CREATION OF NAGOYA HIGASHIYAMA CREATION OF NAGOYA HIGASHIYAMA CREATION OF NAGOYA HIGASHIYAMA CREATION OF NAGOYA HIGASHIYAMA 
FORESTFORESTFORESTFOREST 

Target 
To achieve a society in harmony with nature by 
improving the forest 

Schedule By fiscal 2016 

 
The hilly area in the east of Nagoya is home to the 
410-hectare Higashiyama Forest. Part of the forest is 
used as Nagoya’s Zoo and Botanical Gardens and 
as a cemetery. In recent years, this area has drawn 
attention from the public and NPOs as a valuable 
reserve of nature remaining in the city. 
In its Nagoya New Century Plan 2010, the City of 
Nagoya outlines efforts for improving the 
Higashiyama Forest as a leading project. In 2003, 
the city developed the Nagoya Higashiyama Forest 
Plan following public consultations. The city has 
continued to improve the forest in collaboration 
with the public, private enterprise, and the 
government in order to contribute to a society in 
harmony with nature. 
In 2006, the city developed the Higashiyama Zoo 
and Botanical Gardens Redevelopment Initiative, 
which is designed to redevelop the Higashiyama 
Zoo and Botanical Gardens, improve the 
Higashiyama Forest around the Zoo and Botanical 
Gardens, and ensure city planning in the 
surrounding area. Under this policy, the city 
developed the Higashiyama Zoo and Botanical 
Gardens Redevelopment Plan in 2007. The current 
plan has established the hub of the “Eco-Capital 
Nagoya” under the key concept of biodiversity 
conservation. 

Under the Nagoya Higashiyama Forest Plan, 
surveys are conducted on plants and animals, 
geographical features, and water systems in the 
entire Nagoya Higashiyama Forest area. The status 
is categorized according to five phases: protection, 
conservation, restoration, improvement, and 
utilization. 
The region is divided into five major areas based on 
their status; themes and images have been 
established for each area. 
• Heiwa-no-mori (an area to the north of Heiwa 
Park) 
This area serves as a cemetery park. 
• Kurashi-no-mori (an area to the south of Heiwa 
Park) 
The satoyama — the traditional landscape of 
Higashiyama — will be restored. 
• Fureai-no-mori (an area to the north of 
Higashiyama Park) 
The Zoo and Botanical Gardens will be redeveloped, 
and hub facilities will be improved for activities 
and communication programs. 
• Inochi-no-mori (an area in the center of 
Higashiyama Park) 
This area will be improved to provide the public 
with opportunities for learning about organisms 
and the ecosystem. 
• Uruoi-no-mori (an area to the south of 
Higashiyama Park) 
Wetlands and spring water ponds will be restored. 

 

 

Image/IllustrationImage/IllustrationImage/IllustrationImage/Illustration    of of of of KurashKurashKurashKurashiiii----nononono----morimorimorimori    

Kurashi-no-mori is designed to serve as a space to secure a rich natural environment and habitats for 
diverse organisms, and to offer the public opportunities to learn about the lifestyle and culture of the 
satoyama (community-managed natural area) and experience local natural surroundings. In fiscal 2007, 
the city launched a project to revive the satoyama environment in which people can live in harmony with 
nature. 
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2.2.3 R2.2.3 R2.2.3 R2.2.3 REDEVELOPMENTEDEVELOPMENTEDEVELOPMENTEDEVELOPMENT    OFOFOFOF    HIGASHIYAMAHIGASHIYAMAHIGASHIYAMAHIGASHIYAMA Z Z Z ZOOOOOOOO    
ANDANDANDAND B B B BOTANICALOTANICALOTANICALOTANICAL G G G GARDENSARDENSARDENSARDENS    

Target 

To redevelop Higashiyama Zoo and Botanical 
Gardens into a bridge connecting people and 
nature that serves as the hub of “the Environment 
Capital Nagoya” in biodiversity conservation 

Schedule By fiscal 2016 

 
The Higashiyama Zoo and Botanical Gardens 
Redevelopment Initiative is intended to redevelop 
the Higashiyama Zoo and Botanical Gardens, 
improve the surrounding Higashiyama Forest, and 
ensure city planning in the surrounding area. 
Under this initiative, the city will develop layout 
arrangements through which visitors can 
experience and feel the plant and animal ecosystem 
and endeavor to spread information about 
environmental conservation. The initiative will be 
incorporated within a master plan and specific 
designs. 
 

••••    ZZZZOOOOOOOO    

The zoo will be redeveloped primarily according an 
approach that enables visitors to experience the 
habitat. Visitors will be able to take a close look at 
the behavior and actions of animals in elaborately 
crafted artificial habitats. 

The zoo will also embody the concept of 
“environmental enrichment” by carefully arranging 
feeding methods as well as items for animals to 
play with. Moreover, visitors will be given more 
opportunities to witness the natural behavior of 
animals firsthand. Meanwhile, the zoo will upgrade 
its conventional programs allowing visitors to 
interact with pets and domestic animals (including 
guinea pigs and cows) and observe elephants and 
giraffes feeding. 
 

••••    BBBBOTANICALOTANICALOTANICALOTANICAL G G G GARDENSARDENSARDENSARDENS    

At the Botanical Gardens, visitors will gain a deeper 
understanding of the inability of people and 
animals to live without plants, our fundamental 
link to the natural world. The goal is to become the 
world’s first botanical gardens where children can 
feel and experience the excitement of the ecosystem 
and natural wilderness of the world. 
Without changing their conventional framework, 
the Botanical Gardens will be designed to provide 
the public with opportunities for both learning 
(about the environment of plants and animals) and 
recreation (taking advantage of natural settings). As 
a result, the diverse features of the Botanical 
Gardens will be met. 
 
 

 

Illustration of Higashiyama ZooIllustration of Higashiyama ZooIllustration of Higashiyama ZooIllustration of Higashiyama Zoo 
The Higashiyama Zoo is one of the largest zoos in 
Asia and home to approximately 570 species of 
animals. 

Illustration of Botanical GardenIllustration of Botanical GardenIllustration of Botanical GardenIllustration of Botanical Garden 
The Botanical Garden is famous for its tropical plants. 
One can enjoy the flowers of the four seasons at the 
large hothouse and other facilities. 
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2.2.4 E2.2.4 E2.2.4 E2.2.4 EMERGENCYMERGENCYMERGENCYMERGENCY A A A ACTIONCTIONCTIONCTION    PLANPLANPLANPLAN    FORFORFORFOR    
IIIIMPROVINGMPROVINGMPROVINGMPROVING    THETHETHETHE E E E ENVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENT    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    
HHHHORIKAWAORIKAWAORIKAWAORIKAWA R R R RIVERIVERIVERIVER    

Target 

• Creating a river in which fish can be seen 
• Creating a river whose upstream banks are 

suited for play 
• A river whose midstream and downstream 

banks are suited for relaxation 
• A river suitable for boating 

Schedule 
Development: August 2004 
Planned period: Until 2010 

A familiar feature of life in Nagoya, the Horikawa 
River is an urban river that flows from north to 
south through the center of the city. The water 
quality of the Horikawa River deteriorated 
significantly in the period of high economic growth 
following World War II. In recent years, however, 
the water quality has improved dramatically. 
Against the backdrop of growing public awareness 
of the river environment, the city is expected to take 
measures to further improve the water quality. In 
this context, the city developed the Horikawa River 
Water Environment Improvement Emergency 
Action Plan in August 2004 in an effort to improve 
the water quality of the Horikawa River and create 
a favorable environment where people can live in 
harmony with aquatic organisms. In this plan, FY 
2010 is set as the target year, and various measures 
are presented for achieving the goals.  
Based on the plan, the city has been promoting 
projects for rivers (including dredging, 
replenishment of dissolved oxygen, and creation of 
vegetation in the river channels) as well as projects 
for sewage systems (including improvement of 
combined sewage systems). In addition, diverse 
programs are under way, for instance, through 
coordination with the activities of residents. 

2.2.5 2.2.5 2.2.5 2.2.5 TTTTHEHEHEHE N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA W W W WATERATERATERATER C C C CYCLEYCLEYCLEYCLE    
RRRREVITALIZATIONEVITALIZATIONEVITALIZATIONEVITALIZATION P P P PLANLANLANLAN    

Target 
To ensure a healthy water cycle 
Sustaining “The Eco-Capital Nagoya” with an 
abundant water cycle 

Schedule 
Development of the plan: February 2007 
Development of Action Plan: 2008 (planned) 
(Plan period: until 2050) 

 
Much of the water that falls as rain permeates the 
ground and turns into groundwater, while some 
evaporates from the ground surface and from the 
leaves of plants — in a process known as 
“evapotranspiration” — to become rainwater again. 
Much water also seeps slowly from the ground into 
the rivers. The rainwater that does not permeate the 
ground flows along the surface of the ground into 
rivers and the sea. The natural water cycle through 
the air, ground, rivers, and sea plays a significant 
role in sustaining our environment. It provides an 
appropriate volume of river and groundwater, 
purifies the water, conserves natural water sources 
and the ecosystem, and mitigates extreme weather 
conditions. Nevertheless, the volume of rainwater 
permeating the ground has been decreasing due to 
urbanization (development of woodland and 
farmland) and an increase in the spread of paved 
roads, which inhibit the functioning of the natural 
water cycle. For example, the increased surface 
runoff of rainwater has increased the load on 
sewage systems and rivers. Meanwhile, the volume 
of water involved in the evapotranspiration process 
has been declining, which in turn has accelerated 
the heat island phenomenon. In an effort to resolve 
these problems, the city developed the Nagoya 
Water Cycle Revitalization Plan in February 2007. 
The city is implementing this plan according to the 
following three policies:  
• To restore the function of the water cycle by 
increasing ground permeation of rainwater and 
facilitating the evapotranspiration process in the 
green environment. 
• To undertake city planning while factoring in a 
people-friendly waterfront and green environment 
that is also friendly to organisms (in other words, 
an attractive waterfront with priority given to the 
link between water and a green environment) 
• To revive the water cycle through partnerships 
based on mutual understanding about the 
respective roles and collaboration among the public, 
NPOs, private enterprise, and government  
 Specifically, as part of efforts to promote and 
elevate awareness of biodiversity conservation, the 
city is working to improve the water quality of 
rivers by introducing groundwater as well as by 
monitoring and surveying springwater (to be 
monitored by members of the public). 

Horikawa River Water Environment Improvement 
Emergency Action Plan 
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2.2.6 S2.2.6 S2.2.6 S2.2.6 SECONDECONDECONDECOND    GLOBAL WAMING PREVENTION GLOBAL WAMING PREVENTION GLOBAL WAMING PREVENTION GLOBAL WAMING PREVENTION 
ACTION PLAN IACTION PLAN IACTION PLAN IACTION PLAN IN NAGOYAN NAGOYAN NAGOYAN NAGOYA    

Target 

• To reduce CO2 emissions by 10 percent from 
1990 levels by 2010 

• To reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions 
by 10 percent 

Schedule 
Development of the second plan: July 2006 
Plan period: Until 2010 

The Global Warming Prevention Action Plan in 
Nagoya forms a portion of the content of the Basic 
Environment Plan. This action plan is intended to 
promote measures for preventing global warming 
through collaboration involving the public, private 
enterprise, and government. 
This is also considered a local promotion plan 
according to the Law Concerning the Promotion of 
Measures to Cope with Global Warming. 
With the Kyoto Protocol in force and continued 
growth in CO2 emissions, the city developed the 
Second Global Warming Prevention Action Plan in 
July 2006 to steadily achieve the city’s original 
targets. 
This plan has the following two key points: 
• Target reduction volumes have been set for 

specific spheres of activity (for the public and 
for private enterprise). 

• The “ONE MORE TIME!”serves as the guiding 
principle for global warming measures for a 
city with a population of 2.2 million. 
Meanwhile, the city has set six priority 
measures for promoting reductions in CO2 
emissions from households, offices, stores, 
and vehicles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
2.2.2.2.2.7 T2.7 T2.7 T2.7 THEHEHEHE    FFFFOURTHOURTHOURTHOURTH G G G GENERALENERALENERALENERAL----WWWWASTEASTEASTEASTE    
TREATMENT BASICTREATMENT BASICTREATMENT BASICTREATMENT BASIC P P P PLANLANLANLAN    

Targets 

Total waste: 1.04 million metric tons 
Volume of waste turned into resources: 0.50 million 
metric tons 
Volume of waste discarded: 0.54 million metric tons 
Volume of waste reclaimed: 20,000 metric tons 

Schedule 
Development: April 2008 
Planned period: Fiscal 2008–Fiscal 2020 

The city is developing the Fourth General-Waste 
Treatment Basic Plan in an effort to achieve 
progress beyond the first phase of “responding to 
the waste emergency” and implementing the 
second phase of “achieving a society committed to 
recycling,” thereby ensuring committed 
implementation of the initiative. 
In this fourth plan, the city will promote the 
following priorities based on the policy of 
“reducing waste and utilizing resources”: 

1. Reduction (to reduce waste and 
consumption of resources at the source) 

2. Extensive sorting (to make the best use of 
waste and resources separately) 

3. Treatment for recycling (to utilize waste 
and resources according to their 
composition) 

In an effort to achieve the targets of reducing the 
volume of waste disposed and reclaimed by 20 
percent and 80 percent, respectively, by fiscal 2020 
from the current levels, the city will continue the 
successful collaboration with the public and with 
businesses that has already led to significant waste 
reduction. 

Challenging our 2.2 million citizens “ONE MORE 
TIME!”(implementation of a public campaign for 
CO2 reduction) 

Promoting voluntarily efforts in offices, stores, 
and elsewhere 

Promoting measures to reduce CO2 emissions 
from vehicles 

Promoting eco-friendly home electronics 

Promoting energy conservation in buildings 

Promoting adoption of new energy sources 

SSSSSSSSiiiiiiiixxxxxxxx        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrriiiiiiiioooooooorrrrrrrriiiiiiii ttttttttyyyyyyyy        MMMMMMMMeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaassssssssuuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeee        

Leaflet calling for CO2 reduction CO2 Monitor  
at downtown area 
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2.2.8 T2.2.8 T2.2.8 T2.2.8 THEHEHEHE    NNNNAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA A A A AGRI GRI GRI GRI ---- LIFE LIFE LIFE LIFE P P P PLANLANLANLAN    –––– ANANANAN    
AGRICULTURALAGRICULTURALAGRICULTURALAGRICULTURAL    PROMOTIONPROMOTIONPROMOTIONPROMOTION    POLICYPOLICYPOLICYPOLICY    

Target To achieve greater affluence through agriculture 

Schedule Development: March 2006 

 
Recently, the value of urban agriculture has been 
reviewed from a number of perspectives, including 
its role as an industry, its function of enriching the 
life of the public, and its contribution to enhancing 
the urban environment. A growing number of 
people now seek opportunities to experience 
agriculture and the harvest. 
The population engaged in agriculture has been 
aging, however, and the area of farmland and the 
number of farm households are expected to 
continue decreasing. In fact, Japan’s food 
self-sufficiency rates have been on the decline. 
To accommodate the changing social realities 
related to agriculture and improve Nagoya’s 
agricultural status, the city developed the Nagoya 
Agri-life Plan, a new policy for promoting 
agriculture, in March 2006. 
Under this plan, the city will implement measures 
to promote an affluent life through agriculture by 
applying the following five policies: 

• To promote the agricultural sector 
• To promote the farming way of life 
• To promote a more varied diet 
• To establish a network through 

agriculture 
• To enjoy the blessings of agriculture 

Specifically, the city’s measures include promoting 
the campaign of “local production for local 
consumption” by improving the infrastructures for 
roadside produce stands, promoting agriculture 
focused on environmental conservation, and 
conserving irrigation canals and irrigation ponds 
while maintaining habitats for organisms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
    

2.2.9 R2.2.9 R2.2.9 R2.2.9 RESTORATIONESTORATIONESTORATIONESTORATION    OFOFOFOF    NAGOYA CASTLE NAGOYA CASTLE NAGOYA CASTLE NAGOYA CASTLE 
HOMMARU PALACEHOMMARU PALACEHOMMARU PALACEHOMMARU PALACE    

Target 
To restore Hommaru Palace as a symbol to preserve 
the art and the spirit of quality  

Schedule 
Schedule: Start of construction: Fiscal 2008 
Partial opening to the public: 2010 (plan) 

The hommaru (donjon) of Nagoya Castle once 
include a castle tower as well as the “hommaru 
palace.” 
The Hommaru Palace was built during Japan’s 
golden age of architecture, painting, and handicraft, 
which extended from the Azuchi Momoyama 
period (1568–1603) to the Edo period (1603–1867). 
Indeed, the Hommaru Palace and Nijo Castle’s 
Ninomaru Palace in Kyoto were considered the two 
most magnificent castle palace structures of the 
early modern age. 
Although these palaces were designated as national 
treasures and globally recognized as examples of 
renowned cultural heritage, Nagoya’s Hommaru 
Palace was destroyed by fire in an air raid in May 
1945 just before the end of World War II. 
The City of Nagoya has been working on a project 
to restore the Hommaru Palace and to preserve it 
for future generations as a symbol of “the art and 
spirit of quality manufacturing and the significance 
of the natural environment.” 
Because Kiso hinoki cypress and other precious 
wood resources are being consumed for restoration 
of the palace, the city launched efforts to restore the 
Heisei Nagoya Forests by planting hinoki cypress 
seedlings started by individuals. 
Befitting “the Eco-Capital Nagoya,” the project is 
intended to share the excellent features of wooden 
buildings — the embodiment of our ancestors’ 
wisdom — with future generations, provide the 
public with opportunities to think about the cycle of 
nature and the environment, deepen understanding 
about the connection of the upstream and 
downstream reaches of the Kiso River, and thereby 
preserve “Nature’s Wisdom” for posterity. 

Façade of the Restored 
Hommaru Palace 

Hands-on learning for kids 



3.3.3.3.    IIIINTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATION: : : : CCCCONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVING B B B BIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY    THROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGH V V V VARIEDARIEDARIEDARIED A A A APPROACHESPPROACHESPPROACHESPPROACHES    TOTOTOTO C C C COOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATION        
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3.13.13.13.1 MAINSTREAMING BIODIVERSITY  MAINSTREAMING BIODIVERSITY  MAINSTREAMING BIODIVERSITY  MAINSTREAMING BIODIVERSITY 
MANAGEMENT INTO CITY GOVERNANCEMANAGEMENT INTO CITY GOVERNANCEMANAGEMENT INTO CITY GOVERNANCEMANAGEMENT INTO CITY GOVERNANCE    

As discussed in Chapter 2, the City of Nagoya has 
promoted biodiversity conservation efforts from a 
variety of perspectives. 
It is important to note, however, that the city has 
failed to establish a single bureau capable of 
coordinating the entire effort. Thus, different 
activities have been undertaken by the respective 
bureaus. 
Meanwhile, the City of Nagoya is preparing to host 
the 10th meeting of the Conference of the Parties 
(COP 10) to the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) scheduled for 2010. The city will take this 
opportunity to establish Biological Diversity 
Planning Office under the Environmental Affairs 
Bureau in an effort to promote biodiversity 
conservation through a comprehensive approach. 
The city will also develop Nagoya’s unique 
biodiversity conservation strategy. 
 

3.1.1 E3.1.1 E3.1.1 E3.1.1 ESTABLISTABLISTABLISTABLISHMENTSHMENTSHMENTSHMENT    OFOFOFOF    BIOLOGICAL BIOLOGICAL BIOLOGICAL BIOLOGICAL 
DIVERSITY PLANNING OFFICEDIVERSITY PLANNING OFFICEDIVERSITY PLANNING OFFICEDIVERSITY PLANNING OFFICE    

The City of Nagoya believes that hosting COP10 
should serve as a key step — not simply as a 
temporary event — for achieving the goal of 
becoming “The Eco-Capital” and working toward 
biodiversity conservation as an ongoing endeavor. 
For this reason, the city will establish Biological 
Diversity Planning Office under the Environmental 
Affairs Bureau as an organization for ensuring 
cooperation and coordination with the United 
Nations, the national government, and other 
agencies. 
Biological Diversity Planning Office is expected to 
undertake preparations and ensure coordination for 
biodiversity-related projects, including  

development of Nagoya Strategies for Biodiversity 
and hosting of the Environment Congress for Asia 
and the Pacific (ECO ASIA). 
 

3.1.2 D3.1.2 D3.1.2 D3.1.2 DEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENT    OFOFOFOF N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA STRATEGIES  STRATEGIES  STRATEGIES  STRATEGIES 
FOR FOR FOR FOR BBBBIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY    

The biodiversity crisis is caused by human activity; 
for this reason, cities — the very centers of human 
activity — must make efforts to conserve 
biodiversity. National Strategy for the Conservation 
and Sustainable Use of Biological Diversity(2007 
ver.) also addresses the importance of local 
municipalities developing biodiversity strategies 
that reflect local characteristics. 
The City of Nagoya believes that the promotion of 
biodiversity conservation through a comprehensive 
approach requires development of a guideline and 
action plan that would serve as the basis for the 
activities of all citizens. 
In this context, the city is preparing to host COP10 
in 2010 as the ideal occasion for publicizing Nagoya 
to the rest of the world as an environmentally 
advanced city. The city considers COP10 to be the 
foundation for future efforts to create an 
environmental capital, as it will ensure the event 
will not be simply a source of short-lived 
enthusiasm. 
Specifically, the city will spend two years (fiscal 
2008–09) developing Nagoya Strategiers for 
Biodiversity. This initiative will be based primarily 
on policies such as diverting all consumers away 
from a consumption-oriented lifestyle, ensuring 
conservation and redevelopment of local natural 
areas, and promoting measures for area-wide 
cooperation beyond the city area (including the 
catchment areas of rivers flowing into Ise Bay). 

The buildings of the City Hall 
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3.2 C3.2 C3.2 C3.2 COOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATION    WITHWITHWITHWITH    MEMBERSMEMBERSMEMBERSMEMBERS    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    
PUBLICPUBLICPUBLICPUBLIC    ANDANDANDAND    CITICITICITICITIZENSZENSZENSZENS’ ’ ’ ’ GROUPSGROUPSGROUPSGROUPS    

On all fronts, the City of Nagoya promotes projects 
through collaboration with various citizens’ groups. 
The following projects are considered closely linked 
to biodiversity conservation. 
 

3.2.1 N3.2.1 N3.2.1 N3.2.1 NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA E E E ECOCOCOCO C C C CAMPUSAMPUSAMPUSAMPUS    

Organizations involved 
Nagoya “Eco Campus” Executive 
Committe 

Using the entire city area as its campus, Nagoya Eco 
Campus is an environmental education program 
created through the collaboration of individuals, 
businesses, universities, and government. 
This program was launched in March 2005 in an 
effort to nurture human resources and a human 
network to underpin “The Eco Capital Nagoya” 
and create a sustainable global community. 
The activities include programs for the public (in 
which the public can learn about local nature) and 
“Let’s put Nagoya into action” Project, which 
includes fieldwork. Nagoya Environmental 
Handbook, an original textbook, is also provided.  
The Nagoya Eco Campus undertakes various 
projects through collaboration with citizens’ groups 
and government organizations. The following 
projects are closely linked with biodiversity 
conservation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�NNNNAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA H H H HABITATABITATABITATABITAT    ANDANDANDAND O O O ORGANISMRGANISMRGANISMRGANISM S S S SURVEYURVEYURVEYURVEY    

2007200720072007    

Schedule July 15 and August 11, 2007 

The Executive Committee was formed through the 
collaboration of individuals, organizations engaged 
in improving forests, nature observation instructors, 
experts, and the government. It analyzes Nagoya’s 
environment based on habitat conditions for insects. 
Insects are collected simultaneously at six locations 
in the city with identical equipment (light traps). 
Notably, this marked the first extensive 
simultaneous survey conducted in an urban area in 
Japan with public participation. 
Collected in this survey were 108 species (32 
families) of coleopterans, 138 species (16 families) of 
night flies, and many species of bee, mosquito, 
locust, and shield bug. 
 

�HHHHIGASHIYAMAIGASHIYAMAIGASHIYAMAIGASHIYAMA S S S SHINHINHINHIN’’’’IKEIKEIKEIKE    KKKKAIBORIAIBORIAIBORIAIBORI D D D DRAININGRAININGRAININGRAINING    

OPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATION 

Schedule October 21, 2007 

The Greenification & Public Works Bureau hosted 
an environmental education program through a 
kaibori draining event in cooperation with citizens’ 
groups at the Higashiyama Park Shin’ike Pond in 
the east of the city. Kaibori is a traditional method of 
pond management; specifically, an irrigation pond 
is drained in order to dry out the mud and prevent 
putrefaction of the bottom of the pond. 
This event was undertaken collaboratively by 
Nagoya Eco Campus, the Greenification & Public 
Works Bureau, and the Executive Committee of the 
Nagoya Irrigation Pond Survey. 
On the day of the event, many members of the 
public entered the irrigation pond, observed the 
organisms that inhabit the pond, and learned about 
the role of the pond. 

 

 

Lecture at Nagoya Eco Campus 

Outdoor activity by Nagoya Eco Campus 

Kaibori draining event 
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3.2.2 N3.2.2 N3.2.2 N3.2.2 NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA P P P PARTNERSHIPARTNERSHIPARTNERSHIPARTNERSHIP    ANDANDANDAND L L L LIAISONIAISONIAISONIAISON    
MMMMEETINGEETINGEETINGEETING    FORFORFORFOR I I I IMPROVINGMPROVINGMPROVINGMPROVING F F F FORESTSORESTSORESTSORESTS    

Organizations involved 
Nagoya Partnership and Liaison 
Meeting for Improving Forests  

In March 2003, the Nagoya Partnership and Liaison 
Meeting for Improving Forests was set up through 
cooperation between the City of Nagoya and 
citizens’ groups working on conservation and 
redevelopment of the natural environment for 
parks and open green spaces in the city. 
This liaison meeting promotes activities for 
improving the forests in Nagoya through 
collaboration toward the common objective of 
protecting and fostering local natural features while 
respecting the autonomy of citizens’ groups and the 
public duties of the government. 
As of September 2007, 28 organizations had 
participated in the liaison meeting, including forest 
growing/nature observation associations as well as 
those working on activities such as planting flowers 
as part of city planning. 
The liaison meeting facilitates information exchange 
among organizations through regular meetings and 
field visits (workshops) — in addition to 
partnership projects with relevant government 
organizations — in an effort to share challenges, 
add momentum to activities, and expand the 
network of cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 H3.2.3 H3.2.3 H3.2.3 HORIKAWAORIKAWAORIKAWAORIKAWA R R R RIVERIVERIVERIVER T T T THOUSAND HOUSAND HOUSAND HOUSAND ––––    CCCCITIZENITIZENITIZENITIZEN    
SSSSURVEYURVEYURVEYURVEY G G G GROUPSROUPSROUPSROUPS 2010 2010 2010 2010    

Organizations 
involved 

Executive Committee, Horikawa River 
Thousand-Citizen Survey Groups 2010  

The Horikawa River Thousand-Citizen Survey 
Groups 2010 were organized to verify the effects of 
introducing the clear stream of the Kiso River to the 
Horikawa River, which was a social experiment for 
improving the water quality of the Horikawa River. 
Surveys are conducted through collaboration 
between the government and the public. Surveys 
and exchange programs are intended to raise public 
awareness about improving the water environment. 
A survey team organized by citizens will undertake 
surveys to monitor the changes in the water’s odor 
and appearance — factors about which the public is 
more sensitive than a government agency — over a 
three-year period once the stream from the Kiso 
River is introduced. 
The members increased from 2,262 (165 groups) in 
April 2007 (at the time of the project’s launch) to 
3,400 (216 groups) in February 2008. The scope of 
activities has been expanded to include 
redevelopment of the Horikawa River to 
commemorate the 400th anniversary of the canal 
and establishment of local government in Nagoya 
in 2010.  

The Horikawa River Thousand-Citizen Survey Groups 2010 

Nagoya Partnership and Liaison Meeting for Improving 
Forests 
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3333.2.4 C.2.4 C.2.4 C.2.4 CITIZENITIZENITIZENITIZEN B B B BIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY M M M MOVEMENTOVEMENTOVEMENTOVEMENT    

Organizations involved 
The public, NPOs, businesses, 
universities, and others (planned) 

In conserving Nagoya’s biodiversity, it is important 
that each and every citizen understand and 
consider the importance of biodiversity and switch 
to a conservation-oriented lifestyle. To that end, the 
city will launch various promotion and 
awareness-raising activities targeting biodiversity 
and will help deepen public understanding and 
arouse public interest. 
In particular, the city is planning many events to 
build momentum for the 10th meeting of the 
Conference of the Parties (COP 10) to the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 
scheduled for Nagoya in 2010. 
As the first step in fiscal 2008, the city will launch 
programs for learning about the current state of our 
relationship with biodiversity. 
 

● TTTTHEHEHEHE    PUBLICPUBLICPUBLICPUBLIC    SURVEYSURVEYSURVEYSURVEY    TEAMTEAMTEAMTEAM    

 This project is intended to prepare an Local 
Habitat Map and other tools that can be used in 
promotion and awareness-raising activities on local 
biodiversity (targeting the public) and facilitating 
communication with the rest of the world at 
COP10. 
The public survey team has been organized to 
conduct various surveys on biodiversity through 
collaboration with entities including members of 
the public, NPOs, private enterprise, and 

universities. 

The team will bring together results of field surveys 
as well as results and data obtained through diverse 
activities undertaken by different entities. The 
board of editors will discuss the details of the tools 
and utilization methods to build momentum for the 
citizens’ movement. The team will identify the 
following: 
• habitats and organisms; 
• challenges in different areas of the city; and 
• the relationship between biodiversity and 
everyday life. 
 

● PPPPUBLICITYUBLICITYUBLICITYUBLICITY    EFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTS, , , , PRESENTATIONSPRESENTATIONSPRESENTATIONSPRESENTATIONS, , , , ANDANDANDAND    
INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION    EXCHANGEEXCHANGEEXCHANGEEXCHANGE    PROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMS    

Efforts will be made to elevate public awareness 
about biodiversity through presentations and 
information exchange programs on the activities 
and accomplishments of the public and NPOs. 
 

 • Benefiting from events hosted by other Benefiting from events hosted by other Benefiting from events hosted by other Benefiting from events hosted by other 
organizationsorganizationsorganizationsorganizations 

The city will encourage the public to work on 
biodiversity conservation by utilizing events and 
programs hosted by organizations other than the 
Environmental Affairs Bureau. 
 

• Extending support to activities undertaken by Extending support to activities undertaken by Extending support to activities undertaken by Extending support to activities undertaken by 
university studentsuniversity studentsuniversity studentsuniversity students    

The city will work with the Nagoya Universal Eco 
Unit (university students engaged in environmental 
activities involving local communities) to 
encourage university students to take the initiative 
in biodiversity conservation. 
 

• Publishing a Special IssuePublishing a Special IssuePublishing a Special IssuePublishing a Special Issue    of of of of Nagoya NewsNagoya NewsNagoya NewsNagoya News 

A special issue of this monthly magazine is 
intended to publicize the city’s efforts to host 
COP10 and help the public gain a deeper 
understanding and elevated awareness of 
biodiversity. 
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3.3 I3.3 I3.3 I3.3 INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL    BIODIVERSITY INITIATIVESBIODIVERSITY INITIATIVESBIODIVERSITY INITIATIVESBIODIVERSITY INITIATIVES    

The City of Nagoya seeks to contribute to 
conservation of the global environment beyond the 
city borders. The city participates in various 
international efforts in this effort. The following 
projects are closely linked to biodiversity 
conservation. 
 

3.3.1 W3.3.1 W3.3.1 W3.3.1 WETLANDETLANDETLANDETLAND    PROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTION    AGREEMENTAGREEMENTAGREEMENTAGREEMENT    
WITHWITHWITHWITH    THETHETHETHE C C C CITYITYITYITY    OFOFOFOF G G G GREATERREATERREATERREATER G G G GEELEELEELEELONGONGONGONG, , , , 
AAAAUSTRALIAUSTRALIAUSTRALIAUSTRALIA    

Every year, migratory birds fly between breeding 
and wintering grounds. Wetlands, in particular, 
serve as feeding, breeding, and resting grounds for 
migratory birds. Because migratory birds travel 
across national borders, conservation of wetlands 
requires international cooperation. 
With a population of 230,000, the Australian city of 
Greater Geelong is located about 75 km southwest 
of Melbourne, the state capital of Victoria. Offering 
sites for automobile and other manufacturing 
industries (including a Ford Motor Company plant), 
this harbor city also has rich natural environment 
featuring villas and many sightseeing spots. 
On May 22, 2007, the International Day for 
Biological Diversity, the City of Nagoya and the 
City of Greater Geelong signed a wetland 

protection agreement. Both cities will promote 
exchanges of information and personnel to work 
together on conserving and utilizing wetlands. 
 

3.3.2 P3.3.2 P3.3.2 P3.3.2 PARTICIPATIONARTICIPATIONARTICIPATIONARTICIPATION    ININININ    THETHETHETHE ICLEI ICLEI ICLEI ICLEI    ----    LAB LAB LAB LAB 
PPPPROJECTROJECTROJECTROJECT    

The LAB (Local Action for Biodiversity) Project is a 
three-year effort targeting biodiversity conservation. 
It is organized by ICLEI (the International Council 
for Local Environmental Initiatives). 
The objectives include the following:  
� to understand the importance of biodiversity 
for a sustainable city and to compare and assess 

efforts to protect biodiversity and urban natural 
surroundings undertaken by local municipalities in 
different parts of the world, and 
� to seek best approaches for effective protection, 
use, and management of biodiversity. 
The City of Nagoya has been participating in this 
project since 2007. 
 

3.3.3 H3.3.3 H3.3.3 H3.3.3 HOSTINGOSTINGOSTINGOSTING    OFOFOFOF 16 16 16 16TH TH TH TH EEEENVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENT    
CCCCONGRESSONGRESSONGRESSONGRESS    FORFORFORFOR A A A ASIASIASIASIA    ANDANDANDAND    THETHETHETHE P P P PACIFICACIFICACIFICACIFIC ( ( ( ( ECO  ECO  ECO  ECO 
ASIA)ASIA)ASIA)ASIA)    

In September 2008, Nagoya will play host to ECO 
ASIA 2008, an event organized by the Ministry of 
the Environment, Japan. The event will be joined by 
ministers of the environment and representatives of 
international organizations in the Asia Pacific 
region. 
The Ministry of the Environment, Japan, and the 
City of Nagoya consider the congress to be a 
preliminary event for the 10th meeting of the 
Conference of the Parties to the Convention on 
Biological Diversity scheduled for 2010. The 
congress will provide representatives of the various 
countries and organizations with opportunities to 
exchange opinions on biodiversity. 
In line with the congress, the City of Nagoya will 
host symposiums on the environment as well as 
other events to build momentum among the public 
for raising awareness and taking action on 
biodiversity conservation. 
 

3.3.4 H3.3.4 H3.3.4 H3.3.4 HOSTINGOSTINGOSTINGOSTING    INTERNATIONALINTERNATIONALINTERNATIONALINTERNATIONAL    TRAINEESTRAINEESTRAINEESTRAINEES    
THTHTHTHRRRROUGHOUGHOUGHOUGH    THETHETHETHE J J J JAPANAPANAPANAPAN I I I INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL    
CCCCOOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATIONOOPERATION A A A AGENCYGENCYGENCYGENCY    

Demand has been growing for technological 
cooperation with Japan’s municipalities and private 
organizations to promote environmental 
conservation measures in developing countries. 
Indeed, Japan has a great deal of experience and 
expertise in measures to prevent environmental 
pollution. 
To meet this demand, the City of Nagoya accepts 
international trainees through the Japan 
International Cooperation Agency (JICA). In fiscal 
2007, the city accepted five trainees from Sri Lanka 
(including government officials engaged in local 
environmental conservation programs). 
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 CCCCOLUMNOLUMNOLUMNOLUMN 4. H 4. H 4. H 4. HOSTINGOSTINGOSTINGOSTING    THETHETHETHE 10 10 10 10thththth    MEETINGMEETINGMEETINGMEETING    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE C C C CONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCE    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE P P P PARTIESARTIESARTIESARTIES    TOTOTOTO    THETHETHETHE    
CCCCONVENTIONONVENTIONONVENTIONONVENTION    ONONONON B B B BIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICAL D D D DIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITY    

 

AAAABOUTBOUTBOUTBOUT    THETHETHETHE C C C CONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCE    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE P P P PARTIESARTIESARTIESARTIES    TOTOTOTO    THETHETHETHE C C C CONVENTIONONVENTIONONVENTIONONVENTION    ONONONON B B B BIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICAL D D D DIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITY    

The Conference of the Parties (COP) to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) is a quasi-biennial 
international conference that attracts participants from 190 countries and regions, including Japan. With the 
number of participants (including members of NGOs) exceeding 4,000, the CBD is one of the world’s top 
environmental conferences. The upcoming 10th conference scheduled for 2010 is commonly referred to as 
“COP10.” 
 

HHHHOSTINGOSTINGOSTINGOSTING COP10 COP10 COP10 COP10    

In preparation for hosting COP10, the City of Nagoya is working with the Aichi Prefectural Government and 
local businesses. 
The city desires to host COP10 in order to publicize Nagoya as “the Environment Capital” to the rest of the 
world. Indeed, the city has taken the lead in Japan in addressing waste reduction as well as conservation and 
utilization of the Fujimae Tidal Flat. 
 

WWWWHYHYHYHY    SHOULDSHOULDSHOULDSHOULD N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA & A & A & A & AICHIICHIICHIICHI    HOSTHOSTHOSTHOST COP10? COP10? COP10? COP10?    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

EEEESTABLISHMENTSTABLISHMENTSTABLISHMENTSTABLISHMENT    OFOFOFOF    AAAA    FRAMEWORKFRAMEWORKFRAMEWORKFRAMEWORK    FORFORFORFOR    HOSTINGHOSTINGHOSTINGHOSTING        
THETHETHETHE    MEETINGMEETINGMEETINGMEETING    

On June 13, 2007, the COP10 Promotion Committee was established by the Aichi Prefectural Government, 
the City of Nagoya, the Nagoya Chamber of Commerce & Industry, and the Chubu Economic Federation. 
The committee’s objective was to accelerate efforts to support Nagoya, Aichi’s bid to host COP10 of the CBD. 
In March 2008, the city developed a plan to host the meeting. 

 

AAAACHIEVINGCHIEVINGCHIEVINGCHIEVING    AAAA    SUSTAINABLESUSTAINABLESUSTAINABLESUSTAINABLE    SOCIETYSOCIETYSOCIETYSOCIETY    

The City of Nagoya worked with a variety of partners — including individuals, universities, private 
enterprise, and various government entities — in its effort to be chosen as the host city of COP10. The 
momentum created by COP10 will be directed toward conserving local natural features, adopting more 
conserving lifestyles, and recreating Nagoya as a sustainable society. To that end, the city remains 
committed to future initiatives. 

 

The year 2010 also marks the fifth anniversary of the 2005 
World Exposition and the 400th anniversary of local 
government in Nagoya. In particular, “Nature’s Wisdom” — 
the theme of the world exposition — is compatible with the 
objective of COP10, which is to support the city in sustaining 
and developing the concept of the world exposition. This area 
boasts excellent infrastructure for international exchange, 
including Central Japan International Airport. Recognized for 
its hospitality, Nagoya will make an all-out effort to fulfill its 
role as the host city of COP10. 



4. 4. 4. 4. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESSAND AWARENESSAND AWARENESSAND AWARENESS 
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4.1. P4.1. P4.1. P4.1. PUBLICUBLICUBLICUBLIC    PARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATION    

The City of Nagoya has encouraged public 
participation in the government’s decision-making 
process from a variety of perspectives. Specifically, 
when developing its plans, the city solicits opinions 
through a “public comment” system. When the city 
strikes a committee to review plans and the like, 
representatives of the public are publicly solicited 
to join the experts as committee members. In some 
cases, policy proposals are developed by citizen 
panel conferences. Public opinions are also solicited 
prior to extensive development projects in keeping 
with the environmental impact assessment system. 
Meanwhile, the public monitoring system is 
designed to enable the public to evaluate the 
achievement of environmental targets. 
 

4.1.1 N4.1.1 N4.1.1 N4.1.1 NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA’’’’S S S S ”””” PUBLIC PUBLIC PUBLIC PUBLIC    COMMENT COMMENT COMMENT COMMENT ”””” SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM    

Prior to developing plans and the like or enacting, 
revising, and abolishing regulations, the City of 
Nagoya solicits opinions from the public regarding 
the city’s original plan. 
This system is designed to ensure fairness and 
improve transparency in the city administration, to 
promote public participation in the government’s 
decision-making process, and to promote 
partnership with the public. 
The public comments are posted on the city’s 
website and in other media along with the city’s 
policy. 
 

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 T T T THEHEHEHE    ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL    IMPACTIMPACTIMPACTIMPACT    ASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENT    SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM    

The City of Nagoya has adopted its own 
environmental impact assessment system. Prior to 
implementing a project accompanied by extensive 
development, the city undertakes surveys and 
forecasts, assesses the impact of the project on the 
surrounding environment, and releases the results. 
The system requires solicitation of citizens’ 
opinions (on paper) and the hosting of public 
hearings during different phases of the assessment 
procedure. 
 

4.1.3 D4.1.3 D4.1.3 D4.1.3 DEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENTEVELOPMENT    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    FFFFOURTHOURTHOURTHOURTH G G G GENERALENERALENERALENERAL----WASTEWASTEWASTEWASTE    
TREATMENT BASIC PLANTREATMENT BASIC PLANTREATMENT BASIC PLANTREATMENT BASIC PLAN    ANDANDANDAND C C C CITIZENITIZENITIZENITIZEN P P P PANELANELANELANEL C C C CONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCEONFERENCE    

The Fourth General-Waste Treatment Basic Plan 
was reviewed and developed through two 

processes: Garbage Reduction Adcanced City of 
Nagoya Review Committee(a body comprising 
experts who undertake a technical review) and the 
Public Proposal Conference for Nagoya as a 
Recycling-oriented community(a body with public 
participation that discusses Nagoya’s model of a 
society committed to recycling for the next 15–20 
years from the citizens’ viewpoint). 
The Public Proposal Conference is the first to 
employ the “hybrid-mode” conference approach 
combining “stakeholders’ meetings” (discussions 
by stakeholders deeply involved in Nagoya’s waste 
issues) with “public meetings” (voicing of diverse 
opinions by the public). 
The results of about one year of discussions were 
publicized in the form of public proposals. 
These proposals are expected to serve as the 
foundation for developing the Fourth 
General-Waste Treatment Basic Plan; implementing 
Nagoya’s goal to become a society committed to 
recycling; stimulating discussions among 
individuals, private enterprise, and government; 
and developing specific measures to turn Nagoya 
into “the Environment Capital.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

4.1.4 P4.1.4 P4.1.4 P4.1.4 PUBLICUBLICUBLICUBLIC    MONITORINGMONITORINGMONITORINGMONITORING    OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE    ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT    

Under the terms of its ordinances, the City of 
Nagoya has adopted numerical targets for air and 
water quality in an effort to ensure the health and 
convenience of the public. To achieve these 
numerical targets and arouse public interest in the 
local environment, the city has been seeking 
individual members of the public to monitor air 
and water quality. 

Concept of public participation in decision making 

 

Drawing up PlansDrawing up PlansDrawing up Plans
The Public The Public 

Proposal Proposal 

Conference for Conference for 

Nagoya as Nagoya as 

a Recyclinga Recycling--

oriented oriented 

CommunityCommunity

The ReviewThe Review

Committee for Committee for 

““Nagoya, the City Nagoya, the City 

of Advanced of Advanced 

Waste ReductionWaste Reduction””

The Fourth General-Waste Treatment Basic Plan The Fourth The Fourth GeneralGeneral--Waste Waste Treatment BasicTreatment Basic Plan Plan 

Basic PlansBasic PlansBasic Plans

City AssemblyCity Assembly

City AssemblyCity Assembly

Public CommentsPublic Comments
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4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 BIODIVERSITY AWAREBIODIVERSITY AWAREBIODIVERSITY AWAREBIODIVERSITY AWARENESSNESSNESSNESS----RAISING / RAISING / RAISING / RAISING / 
EDUCATION PROJECTSEDUCATION PROJECTSEDUCATION PROJECTSEDUCATION PROJECTS    

The City of Nagoya has worked on various 
promotion and awareness-raising projects as well 
as environmental education programs in an effort 
to arouse public interest in environmental issues. 
The following projects are related to biodiversity 
conservation. 

4.2.1 4.2.1 4.2.1 4.2.1 TTTTHEHEHEHE ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER  ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER  ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER  ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER 
((((    EEEECOCOCOCO----PALPALPALPAL N N N NAGOYA AGOYA AGOYA AGOYA ))))    

Bureau in 
charge 

Ecological City Promotion Department, 
Environmental Affairs Bureau 

Schedule — 

The Environmental Learning Center is the central 
educational facility for a broad range of local and 
global environmental problems. The center offers 
experience-based environmental learning programs 
(in the Virtual Studio and Workshop) as well as 
monthly special exhibitions (in cooperation with 
members of the public and businesses). 
The center focuses on environmental education for 
elementary and junior high school students and 
disseminates information about the environment. 
Quarterly magazines (current and past issues) are 
available on their website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 E4.2.2 E4.2.2 E4.2.2 ENVNVNVNVIRONMENTIRONMENTIRONMENTIRONMENT D D D DAYAYAYAY N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    

Bureau in 
charge 

Waste Reduction Department, 
Environmental Affairs Bureau  

Schedule Mainly in June and September every year 

Every year, the city takes advantage of 
Environment Month in June and on other occasions 
to host citywide promotions and awareness-raising 
events so that the public, private enterprise, and 
government can consider environmental issues 
together and collaborate on specific measures. 
In fiscal 2007, the city hosted local environmental 
events, a citywide simultaneous clean-up campaign, 

and local nature expeditions as part of its local 
events in spring (primarily in June). In September, 
the city hosted central events at Hisaya-odori Park 
with the participation of the public, private 
enterprise, and government to present their 
respective efforts and to exchange information. 
Meanwhile, ward festivals (hosted by respective 
wards) featured events based on environmental 
themes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 I4.2.3 I4.2.3 I4.2.3 INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL D D D DAYAYAYAY    FORFORFORFOR B B B BIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICALIOLOGICAL    
DDDDIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITYIVERSITY    

Bureau in 
charge 

Ecological City Promotion Department, 
Environmental Affairs Bureau  

Schedule Annually on May 22 

On May 22, 2007, an event was held in 
commemoration of the International Day for 
Biological Diversity (designated by the United 
Nations) in Sakae, the downtown area of Nagoya. 
This marked the first time an event of this kind had 
been held in Japan. The event was intended to 
disseminate information about the importance of 
biodiversity through the collaboration of 13 
organizations (including the public and NPOs) and 
10 governmental organizations. The event will be 
held on an ongoing basis on the International Day 
for Biological Diversity.

Eco-pal Nagoya 

The event of Environment Day Nagoya 

The event in the commemoration of the 
International Day for Biological Diversity 
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4.2.4 T4.2.4 T4.2.4 T4.2.4 TREE REE REE REE –––– PLANTING PLANTING PLANTING PLANTING    CEREMONYCEREMONYCEREMONYCEREMONY    OFOFOFOF    
CREATION OF NAGOYA WEST FORESTCREATION OF NAGOYA WEST FORESTCREATION OF NAGOYA WEST FORESTCREATION OF NAGOYA WEST FOREST 

Bureau in 
charge 

Greenification Division, Greenification & 
Public Works Bureau 

Schedule October 21, 2007 

The City of Nagoya is working on Creation of 
Nagoya West Forest in parallel with improvements 
to the Todagawa Green Area located in the 
southwestern area of the city, where woodland is 
scarce. The project focuses on planting seedlings 
and nurturing new forests through collaboration of 
the public, private enterprise, and government. 
The first tree-planting ceremony to improve the 
forests in Western Nagoya was held in fiscal 2000. 
Since then, efforts have been made to plant 
seedlings, thin the trees, and remove the 
undergrowth through collaboration between the 
city and citizens’ groups to create rich forests for 
future generations. 
On October 21, 2007, the city hosted the seventh 
tree-planting ceremony, in which 2,000 seedlings 
were planted by about 1,000 citizens. 
The past seven tree-planting ceremonies attracted 
16,300 citizens in total and resulted in the planting 
of 35,600 seedlings. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.5 4.2.5 4.2.5 4.2.5 EVENTSEVENTSEVENTSEVENTS    TOTOTOTO    PROTECTPROTECTPROTECTPROTECT    BIRDSBIRDSBIRDSBIRDS    

Bureau in  
charge 

Agricultural Technology Division, 
Greenification & Public Works Bureau 

Schedule 
Annually in May (Bird Week) and November 
(Bird-watching Week)  

Every year, the City of Nagoya hosts events at the 
Nagoya Wild Bird Observation Center as well as 
bird watching sessions during Bird Week in May 
and Bird-watching Week in November. These 
events enable the public to learn more about birds. 
The city’s Bird Week events on May 5 and 6, 2007, 
included programs for coloring drawings of birds 
and taking photographs with digital cameras at the 
Nagoya Wild Bird Observation Center. An 
exhibition of bird photos was also held at the Inaei 
Visitor Center. 
Meanwhile, Bird-watching Week events included 
an exhibition of bird photos at Meijo Park Flower 
Plaza (in Kita Ward) from October 19 to 28, a 
lecture about birds on October 28, and a 
bird-watching session at the Nagoya Wild Bird 
Observation Center on November 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bird-watching Session  
 

Programs for coloring drawings of birds 

The tree-planting ceremony 
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AAAANNNN I I I INTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION    TOTOTOTO N N N NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    

•The New Edition of Nagoya History Compilation 
Committee, the City of Nagoya : New Edition of Nagoya 
History Vol. 8 on Nature(March, 1997) 
•Japanese Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation 
Engineering(Chubu Branch), Nagoya Soil and 
Foundation Map Press: The Overview of Soil mechanics 
and Foundation Engineering in Nagoya(January,1998) 
•Nagoya Local Meteorological Observatory website 

    

1. E1. E1. E1. ECOLOGYCOLOGYCOLOGYCOLOGY: N: N: N: NAGOYAAGOYAAGOYAAGOYA    ANDANDANDAND I I I ITSTSTSTS B B B BIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITYIODIVERSITY 

•Greenification Division  Parks Department  
Greenification&Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya: 
Greenery in Nagoya Survey of Present Greenery by 
Digital Mapping (March 2006) 
•City of Nagoya: Subcontracting Report for Creating 
Map of Present Vegetation(March, 2004) 
•The New Edition of Nagoya History Compilation 
Committee, the City of Nagoya : New Edition of Nagoya 
History Vol. 8 on Nature(March, 1997) 
• Nagoya “Eco Campus” Executive Committee : Nagoya 
Environmental Handbook(February, 2008) 
•Agricultural Technology Division Greenification& 
Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya : Survey for Wild 
Birds-Guidebook to Wild Birds Habitats in Nagoya 
City(March, 2006) 
•Current Status of Animals and Plants Survey Study 
Team, City of Nagoya , Environmental Impact 
Assessment Office  Ecological City Promotion 
Department  Environmental Affairs Bureau, City of 
Nagoya:  Red Data Book Nagoya 2004 Plants/ 
Animals(March, 2004) 
•Research and Statistics Division, Nagoya Customs 
House : “Mineral Water — A Featured Import Handled 
by the Port of Nagoya”(March, 2007) 
•Statistics Department, Tokai Regional Agricultural 
Administration Bureau: Statistics on Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries  Statistics on Fish Catches of Marine 
Fisheries and Aquaculture Industry  (Round Figures) 
(Tokai) FY2006 (April, 2007) 
•A Brochure of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries: The Story of the “Most Familiar Food” 
•Statistics Division  Administration Department 
General Affairs Bureau, City of Nagoya : Centennial 
History of Nagoya City –Long-term Statistics- (March, 
1989) 
•Ecological City Promotion Division  Ecological City 
Promotion Department   Environmental Affairs Bureau, 
City of Nagoya, Environmental Affairs Bureau, City of 
Nagoya: Environmental White Paper of Nagoya City 
FY2007 (November, 2006) 

•City of Nagoya, Nagoya Port Authority:  "The 
Reclamation Project for West Zone1 at Nagoya Port” 
(May, 1996) 

    

2. G2. G2. G2. GOVERNANCEOVERNANCEOVERNANCEOVERNANCE: S: S: S: SPECIFICPECIFICPECIFICPECIFIC    EFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTSEFFORTS    TOTOTOTO    
CONSERVECONSERVECONSERVECONSERVE    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    

•Public Relations Division Office of the Mayor, City of 
Nagoya:Report on Nagoya City, Municipal 
Administration and Policies 2003(March, 2003) 
•Pollution Control Bureau, City of Nagoya: Anti 
Pollution Measures Chronicle(June, 1982) 
•The Editorial Committee of History of Public Work, 
Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya:  Public Work 
Chronicle(November,1983) 
•Nagoya City’s Green Council: Report on the Network of 
Road, Water and Greenery(September, 2007) 
•Nagoya City’s Green Council: Report on Measures to 
Preserve and Create Greenbelt(November, 2006) 
•Dentsu Inc, Japan Association for the 2005 World 
Exposition: The 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan 
OFFICIAL REPORT(September, 2006) 
•Greenification&Public Works Bureau, City of Nagoya: 
Nagoya City Forestation Annual Report 2007(2007) 

    

3. I3. I3. I3. INTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATIONNTEGRATION: C: C: C: CONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVINGONSERVING    BIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY    
THROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGHTHROUGH    VARIEDVARIEDVARIEDVARIED    APPROACHESAPPROACHESAPPROACHESAPPROACHES    TOTOTOTO    
COOPERATIONCOOPERATIONCOOPERATIONCOOPERATION    

•The Executive Committee of the Survey of Life in 
Nagoya�Nagoya Higashiyama Afforestation Committee: 
2007 Report on the Nagoya Habitat and Organism 
Survey(February, 2008) 

    

4. 4. 4. 4. PUBLIC  PUBLIC  PUBLIC  PUBLIC  PARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATION    ANDANDANDAND AWARENESS AWARENESS AWARENESS AWARENESS        

•Ecological City Promotion Division   Ecological City 
Promotion Department   Environmental Affairs Bureau, 
City of Nagoya,  Environmental Affairs Bureau, City of 
Nagoya: Environmental White Paper of Nagoya City 
FY2007(November, 2006) 
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3R's3R's3R's3R's    
The abbreviation for reduce, reuse and recycle 

AlluvialAlluvialAlluvialAlluvial    
A deposit of clay, silt, and sand left by flowing flood 
water in a river valley or delta, typically producing 
fertile soil 

BenthosBenthosBenthosBenthos    
The designation for the group of organisms that 
inhabit the bottom of a body of water (including 
rivers, lakes, and marshes)    

Bird weekBird weekBird weekBird week    
A one-week period from May 10 to 16 every year 
focused on raising awareness about birds    

BirdBirdBirdBird----watching weekwatching weekwatching weekwatching week    
November 1 to 7 (Birds are easy to observe in early 
winter because the leaves have fallen. Migratory 
birds can also be seen in large numbers at this time 
of year.)    

BOD(biochemical oxygen demand)BOD(biochemical oxygen demand)BOD(biochemical oxygen demand)BOD(biochemical oxygen demand)    
The oxygen content required when contaminants in 
the water (mainly organic matter) are decomposed 
by microorganisms into inorganic matter or gas. It is 
used as an index of water pollution in rivers.    

Dissolved oxygen(DO)Dissolved oxygen(DO)Dissolved oxygen(DO)Dissolved oxygen(DO)    
Oxygen dissolved in water: When water (including 
rivers) is polluted with organic matter, 
microorganisms in the water consume dissolved 
oxygen in order to decompose the organic matter, 
which results in lack of dissolved oxygen, thereby 
threatening the survival of fish and shellfish.    

EcosystemEcosystemEcosystemEcosystem    
A biological community of interacting organisms 
and their physical environment 

Emergency Emergency Emergency Emergency AAAAnnouncement for nnouncement for nnouncement for nnouncement for WWWWaste aste aste aste RRRReductioneductioneductioneduction    
A waste reduction campaign introduced by the City 
of Nagoya in February 1999 to raise public 
awareness    

EstuaryEstuaryEstuaryEstuary    
The wide part of a river where it joins the sea    

FFFFood selfood selfood selfood self----efficiency rateefficiency rateefficiency rateefficiency rate    
The percentage of food consumed in Japan that was 
produced in Japan (This percentage is calculated 
based on weight, calories, or production value.)    

GIS(geographic information system)GIS(geographic information system)GIS(geographic information system)GIS(geographic information system)    
A system based on digital maps designed to present 
a variety of information in an integrated manner    

Heat island phenomenonHeat island phenomenonHeat island phenomenonHeat island phenomenon    
A phenomenon in which temperatures in an urban 
area tend to be higher than those in the suburbs 
because of a high density of energy consumption 
and inhibited moisture evaporation (which leads to 
reduced cooling capacity) due to the concrete and 
asphalt ground surfaces    

IIIInvasinvasinvasinvasivvvve alien speciese alien speciese alien speciese alien species    
Organisms of alien species designated by the 
Invasive Alien Species Law as particularly harmful 
to the ecosystem    

Nagoya Nagoya Nagoya Nagoya newsnewsnewsnews    
A public relations magazine issued by the City of 
Nagoya 

Photochemical oxidants(Ox)Photochemical oxidants(Ox)Photochemical oxidants(Ox)Photochemical oxidants(Ox)    
A generic term referring to substances in the 
atmosphere capable of oxidizing, such as ozone and 
peroxyacetyl nitrates (PANs)    

Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of oooopen space coverage/green spacespen space coverage/green spacespen space coverage/green spacespen space coverage/green spaces    
The ratio of the area covered with plants (woodlands, 
grasslands, farmland, and the like in general, the 
technical term being “green spaces”) to the total area. 
The City of Nagoya considers green spaces to 
include the area covered by trees, grass, and turf, etc., 
as well as farmland and surface water.    

Suspended particulate matter(SPM)Suspended particulate matter(SPM)Suspended particulate matter(SPM)Suspended particulate matter(SPM)    
Particulate matter (not exceeding 10 µm in diameter) 
suspended in the atmosphere. It circulates in the 
atmosphere for a long period of time (and rarely 
precipitates), deposits in the lungs and windpipe, 
and damages the respiratory organs when present in 
high concentrations.    

TPTPTPTP(total phosphorus)(total phosphorus)(total phosphorus)(total phosphorus)    
The total of dissolved and suspended phosphorus, a 
nutritive salt that contributes to eutrophication in 
closed bodies of water    
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